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About the Conference
Perhaps, the combination Mobility, Communication Techniques and Computing is most
potent in the recent time. It is manifested in many diverse areas such as banking systems,
educational content development and delivery, entertainment etc. Two broad aims have been
maximum data transfer and computation on the move. Engineers and technologists are
constantly devising techniques and systems to meet these goals. But the goal posts have been
shifting – we always need higher than the present data rates and increased connectivity. Add
to these reliability and security and the challenges becomes huge. We need to understand the
mobile channels in greater details and in-depth manner. The trouble is that such channels
have no unique characterization leading to a vast array of system design constraints. We also
need to be integrating latest developments in form of newer and more efficient devices in
pursuit of our goals. For example, recent thrust in Free-Space Optical (FSO) systems is one
such big effort. It opens up path for high data rates comparable to fiber-optic systems.
Similarly peer-to-peer computing is a new regime to address connectivity, efficiency and
reliability.
The contributions in the Conference discuss mobile communication techniques, mobile
channel characterization, sensor networks, peer- to - peer computing, mobile applications
and optical systems. These are in form of analysis, modeling, simulations, algorithms,
overall system design and implementation. The material contained in these papers and
presentations and discussions in the Conference will stimulate further research in the broad
area of the Conference.
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Higher Channel Capacity using Massive MIMO in 5G
Shriya Narayanan and P C Jain
Shiv Nadar University

Sn761@snu.edu.in, premchand.jain@snu.edu.in

The next major phase of mobile communications standards providing data rate of greater than1Gbps is the
5th generation (5G) cellular technology. Massive MIMO (Multiple input multiple output) is an emerging
technology that can be utilized to address the capacity requirement that 5G demands. In massive MIMO
system, the base station is equipped with hundreds or thousands of antennas while the mobile station have
around tens of antennas. Massive MIMO offers several advantages over other technologies such as increased
channel capacity up to ten times, reduction of latency, etc. Massive MIMO relies on spatial multiplexing in
which the data is divided into different parts and then transmitted. This provides an increase in data rate and
additional channel capacity. In this paper, massive MIMO for different number of antennas at the downlink
for a single cell multi-user system has been simulated using MATLAB. In this simulation, two pre-coding
schemes –zero forcing (ZF) and maximum ratio combining (MRC) have been applied at the downlink. A
comparison of the two schemes in terms of better capacity has also been carried out. Spatial diversity and
spatial multiplexing, two categories of multiple antenna techniques has also been dealt with.
Keywords: Alamouti codes, Zero Forcing, Maximum Ratio Combining, Channel estimation,
Spatial Multiplexing.
1. Introduction
Mobile Communication has revolutionized the way people communicate. The world has witnessed
tremendous growth in the mobile and wireless devices over the last years. New generations have appeared in
consecutive successions over the past three decades, since the advent of an analog (1G) to digital (2G)
network. This was followed by the (3G) multimedia support, spread spectrum transmission, and (4G) Long
term Evolution (LTE) for mobile devices. The 5G network technology opens a new era in mobile
communication technology. The 5G mobile phones will have access to different wireless technologies at the
same time and the it should be able to combine different flows from different technologies. A 5G network
will be able to handle 10,000 times more calls and data traffic than the current 4G network. Research
suggests that 5G networks will run on mm-wave band like 15 GHz, 27 GHz or even 60 GHz. These bands
offer far broader bandwidth than the 700 MHz, 800 MHz or 1800 MHz frequencies used for 4G, and hence
can carry a lot more data at super speeds.
Massive MIMO, a candidate for 5G technologies, promises significant gains in wireless data rates and link
reliability by using large numbers of antennas (more than 64) at the base transceiver station (BTS) and
mobile receiver end. Compared to multi-antenna aided systems, such as LTE based fourth generation (4G)
mobile communication system which allows for up to eight antenna elements at the base station (BS), the
Massive MIMO system entails an unprecedented number of antennas at the BS. The huge leap in the number
of BS antennas opens the door to a new research field in communication theory, radio wave propagation, and
electronics. In this system the number of MS antennas are much less than the number of BS antennas. These
extra antennas at the transmitter side help in focusing energy into smaller regions of space (beam forming)
thereby improving radiated energy efficiency and throughput. In the air interface, there is a significant
reduction of latency. As the system deals with large number of antennas and beam forming, fading no longer
limits the latency. With OFDM, each subcarrier in a massive MIMO system will have substantially the same
channel gain. Each terminal can be given the whole bandwidth, which renders most of the physical layer
control signaling redundant[1]. Massive MIMO relies on spatial multiplexing, which in turn relies on the
base station having good enough channel knowledge, on both the uplink and the downlink. For nextgeneration wireless data networks, it promises significant gains that offer the ability to accommodate more
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users at higher data rates with better reliability while consuming less power. The technology offers huge
advantages in terms of energy efficiency, spectral efficiency, robustness, and reliability. This paper discusses
massive MIMO challenges in section 2 while section 3 provides MIMO simulations using MATLAB and
results obtained. Section 4 concludes the paper.
2. Multi-Input Multi-Output Antenna System
MIMO technologies can be divided into two main categories: diversity and spatial multiplexing with respect
to how data is transmitted across the given channel? The diversity techniques employ multiple antennas that
are physically separated from one another. In this case, the same data is sent across different propagation
paths, thereby improving the transmission reliability. This technique also prevents fading. In spatial
multiplexing, different portions of the data are transmitted simultaneously on different independent paths,
hence improving the data rate. Massive MIMO relies on spatial multiplexing. One of the key advantages of
utilizing it is that it is able to provide additional data capacity[2].
With so many antennas and its elements, massive MIMO has several system challenges not encountered in
today’s networks. For example, today’s advanced data networks based on LTE or LTE-Advanced require
pilot overhead proportional to the number of antennas. Massive MIMO manages overhead for a large number
of antennas using time division duplex (TDD) between uplink and downlink assuming channel reciprocity.
Channel reciprocity allows channel state information obtained from uplink pilots to be used in the downlink
pre-coder. Additional challenges in realizing massive MIMO include scaling data buses and interfaces by an
order of magnitude or more and distributed synchronization amongst a large number of independent RF
transceivers[3]. Another challenge lies in making many low cost low-precision components of antennas that
work effectively together. The sheer size of a massive MIMO system brings in the requirement of
synchronization for newly joined terminals and the exploitation of extra degrees of freedom that the excess of
service antennas provide. Channel characterization is an integral component of massive MIMO. In order to
assess a realistic performance assessment of the system, it is necessary to have channel models that reflect
the true behavior of the radio channel. These models may not necessarily be accurate but they provide
information regarding the behavior of the channel. The problem of pilot contamination has received
widespread attention within the ongoing study of massive MIMO. Theoretical analysis has identified pilot
contamination as the fundamental limit on the throughput of massive MIMO systems [4]. The effect of
reusing pilots from one cell to another and the associated negative consequences is termed pilot
contamination. When the service array correlates its received pilot signal with the pilot sequence associated
with a particular terminal, it obtains a channel estimate that is contaminated by a linear combination of
channels with other terminals that share the same pilot sequence. This results in interference at the uplink and
downlink. This interference grows with the number of service antennas at the same rate as the desired signal
[5]. There are several concerns with respect to deploying new wireless standards for massive MIMO systems.
One possibility lies in introducing dedicated applications of massive MIMO technology that do not require
backward compatibility [6].
2.1 Space Time Block Codes
It is necessary to add coding to the different channels so that the receiver can detect the correct data. There
are various forms of terminology used including Space-Time Block Code (STBC), MIMO pre-coding,
MIMO coding, and Alamouti codes. The Alamouti codes achieve spatial diversity with 2 transmit antennas
that requires no channel knowledge. It is a rate-1 code as it takes two time slots to transmit two symbols. It is
the only STBC that achieves its full diversity gain without sacrificing on data rate [7].
2.2 Pre Coding Schemes
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Pre-coding is a preprocessing technique that exploits Channel-state information at the transmitter (CSIT) to
match the transmission to the instantaneous channel conditions Linear pre-coding provides a simple and
efficient method to utilize CSIT. Linear pre-coding has been shown to be optimal in certain situations
involving partial CSIT. However, in much instances the main motivation of linear pre-coders is to simplify
the MIMO receiver. Linear pre-coders include zero-forcing (ZF), maximal ratio combining (MRC), Matched
filtering (MF), Wiener filtering, and regularized zero-forcing (RZF)[8]. The ZF pre-coding schemes were
extensively studied in multiuser systems as the ZF decouples the multiuser channel into independent singleuser channels. It often involves channel inversion, using the pseudo-inverse of the channel or other
generalized inverses. In Maximum Ratio Combining technique, the received signals are adjusted both in
magnitude and phase by the weights in the combining filter to maximize the Signal-to-Noise -Ratio (SNR) at
the output of the combiner. The weighting applied to each diversity branch is adjusted independently from
other branches according to the SNR at that branch. In Maximum Ratio combining each signal branch is
multiplied by a weight factor that is proportional to the signal amplitude, that is, it branches with strong
signal are further amplified, while weak signals are attenuated [9].
3. Simulations and Results
MATLAB Matrix laboratory is a multi-paradigm numerical computing environment and interactive program
for data visualization. A proprietary programming language developed by MathWorks (MATLAB) allows
matrix manipulations, plotting of functions and data, implementation of algorithms, creation of user
interfaces [10]. Fig.1 shows the Channel capacity for different number of antennas. It can be observed from
the graph that as the number of antennas are increased, its channel capacity increases. This is the basic
premise for the development of massive MIMO systems. At higher SNR the capacity of the channel scales as
logSNR bits/s/Hz which is a degree of freedom of gain whereas at lower SNR, the capacity scales as SNR
log2e bits/s/Hz which is the receive beam forming gain.
Fig.2 shows performance of Alamouti Codes. In this system, we assume two transmit antennas and one
receive antenna. At the transmitter end the data of a two consecutive slots will be considered. In the odd time
slots, the first antenna transmit symbol 1 (s1) and the second ones will transmit symbol 2 (s2)
simultaneously. At the even time slots the -s2* and s1* will be transmitted from the first and second antenna
respectively (* represents Consecutive of..). As seen from the second plot in Fig. 2, the error rate is
significantly reduced when Alamouti codes are used. It provides full diversity at full data rate (1 symbol/time
slot) for two transmit antennas.
Fig.3 shows comparison of zero forcing (ZF) and maximum ratio combining (MRC) for 4*4 MIMO system.
In the plot the number of receiving antennas is equal to the transmitting antennas. When the SNR is less than
0 dB, the output SINR for MRC is less than that of ZF. However, when the SNR is larger than 0 dB, the
SINR of MRC is more than that of ZF. This indicates that MRC pre-coding method has larger interference
characteristics at higher SNR. Therefore, ZF is preferred over MRC at higher SNR and vice versa at low
SNR. Fig.4 and Fig.5 shows comparison of ZF and MRC for 125X8 and 256X16 antenna system. From the
graphs it can be seen that at lower SNR, MRC has a lesser value of SINR and is therefore, better than ZF
whereas at higher SNR, ZF is more suitable. Also, SINR values are more in comparison to MIMO antenna
system(4*4) for the individual pre-coding schemes, thereby indicating higher capacity, which can be
computed from the Ergodic capacity formula: C=log2(1+SINR).
From the above simulations, we observe the following:
1. As the ratio of the number of transmit antennas/receive antennas increases, the channel capacity increases.
This is one of the governing principles behind massive MIMO due to which it is currently being exploited.
This is the reason massive MIMO offers high channel capacity. It is due to the fact that as the number of
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antennas increase, more number of channels is introduced, that automatically increases the capacity of the
entire system.
2. As the SNR is increased, zero forcing is more suitable than maximum ratio combining. However, if the
SNR value is fixed and we increase the number of antennas, then maximum ratio combining is more suited.
This is due to the computational simplicity and independent functioning at each antenna by MRC.
4. Conclusions
The evolution from MIMO to massive MIMO in the form of spatial diversity to spatial multiplexing has been
simulated. From results we observed that spatial diversity is a reliable option for information transmission
while spatial multiplexing utilizes full channel capacity. The
Alamouti space-time block coding was simulated to illustrate spatial diversity and it reduced the Bit error
rate (BER) of a system at a specific SNR without any loss on the data rate. It has also been demonstrated
through the simulation that massive MIMO systems can significantly improve the channel capacity. At the
downlink of the system, two pre-coding - Zero forcing and Maximum Ratio Combining schemes were
simulated for reduction of interference. From the results and simulations we observe that MRC works well
for Massive MIMO systems while ZF is suited for conventional or moderately sized MIMO (<64) systems.
Thus the independent functioning at each antenna unit makes MRC the better choice for pre-coding.
The spectrum crunch is a global phenomenon, where wireless networks constrained by scarce spectrum
resource cannot keep pace with the explosion in mobile broadband use, particularly at a time when smart
phones and tablets are becoming even more prevalent and heavily used. Future direction will be the
measurement of massive MIMO in high speed trains (HST), M2M and mm-Wave communication, which are
key technologies in 5G wireless networks. Massive MIMO can improve the performance of these systems.
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On the RF Energy Harvesting Networks
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End nodes in Wireless networks are characterized by limited energy resources. Although the interests in wireless connectivity
is ever-increasing and the needs for automated remote access, monitoring, and control are well-appreciated, widespread
adoption of networked wireless devices is largely constrained by their affordable deployment and maintenance costs and
convenience of their long-term usage. To this end, while energy efficient protocol design is a key for long-lasting network
operation, energy harvesting aware solutions are becoming widely popular as green and affordable approaches towards
timeless network operation. In this presentation, we will discuss radio frequency (RF) energy-harvesting aware network
protocols for energy-constrained wireless devices. From our research experiences, we will take a few example cases of stateof-the-art research solutions on RF energy harvesting towards sustainable network communications.
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Power Efficient Analog Multiplexer For
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Abstract— A low power, fast analog multiplexer
(AnaMux) for pulse processing ASIC is designed
in 0.35 µm CMOS AMS technology. The design
optimization is carried out via layout results
without compromising power consumption. The
methodology of design included circuit design,
layout design and their optimization. The design
has been carried out in public domain CAD tool.
This find application in readout electronics of
radiation detectors chip.
Keywords— AnaMux, Pulse processing channel,
ASIC, CMOS, AMS, CAD tool.
INTRODUCTION
In high energy physics experiments that results in
harmful radiations, there is a need to capture the
amount of radiations present in the working
environment. In such situations radiations are
converted to electrical pulses which are digitized
using pulse processing ASIC. A huge number of
electrical pulses require many pulse processing
channels to be placed in a small volume. A low
power, fast analog multiplexer is designed to meet
the design considerations of pulse processing ASIC.
The work presented in this paper is concerned with
the design and optimization of track & hold and
analog multiplexer. It includes both front-end and
back-end design.
I.

Figure 1: ASIC Design Flow

on which the accepted range of values is specified.
Choice of architecture includes selecting the
appropriate design that satisfies the target
specifications. Schematic entry is the most common
method of design entry for ASICs and is likely to
be useful in one form or another for some time. The
II. DESIGN METHODOLOGY
schematic shows how all the components are
The methodology used while carrying out the connected together, the connectivity of an ASIC.
proposed work is based on the standard ASIC For pre-layout simulation, we must build up a
design flow as shown in figure 1. Definition of the circuit schematic to include all elements of the
design is the beginning and most important step simulation. The main purpose of pre-layout
towards designing a chip as the features and simulation is to develop design constraints. Once
functionalities of the chip are defined. Speed, size the pre layout simulation is done, the layout of the
& power consumption are among the consideration schematic design is carried out. This is known as
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back-end design or the physical definition of the
design. Physical verification step is done prior to
ensure proper functionality of the circuits
implemented. After the layout is complete, silicon
extracted parasitics are generated using RC
extraction tool. Post-layout simulation involves
extraction of physical information from the routed
board. When the design passed the logic
verification check, it is now ready for fabrication.
III. ARCHITECTURE OF ANALOG MULTIPLEXER

The architecture include track & hold circuit which
provide input to the analog multiplexer and D flip
flop provides the control signal to analog
multiplexer for time division multiplexing.

the one for which the control signal is high and
produce it as the output at that particular instance of
time. The design of analog multiplexer is shown in
figure 3.
set

Hold n
Hold p
IVB3
In

D
ANAMUX

TRACK &
HOLD

DFF

clkin

Serialin
reset
thout

Figure 3: Design of Analog Multiplexer
IV. TECHNOLOGY IMPLEMENTED

The design has been carried out in commercially
available 0.35µ CMOS process technology.
A. Track & Hold
Basically it is a 3 metal 1 poly 3.3 volt N-well PAs the name indicates it tracks the input signal from substrate CMOS process. Beside that it provides a
the semi Gaussian pulse shaper which is an analog high resistive poly resistor layer, a thin top metal
signal & hold its peak amplitude value for a period. layer (metal 4) and poly to poly capacitor layer.
Therefore the output signal can be stored for This process also supports 5 volt MOS transistor
measurement & analysis.
model. 0.35µ CMOS process has been utilized to
It consists of a CMOS switch followed by amplifier. develop photodiode and the readout electronics on
The switch is accompanied with a dummy device. the same wafer. The wafer cross section of this
This dummy device can reduce the charge injection process has been shown in figure 4 [4].
and clock feedthrough. The primary advantage of
CMOS switch over the single channel MOS switch
is that the dynamic analog-signal range in ON state
is greatly increased. Capacitor is used for the charge
storage as shown in figure 2 [2].

Figure 2: Track & Hold circuit [2]
Analog Multiplexer
Analog multiplexer is simply a selection switch
which selects the track & hold outputs to be
multiplexed. Its control logic comes from D flipflop. Multiplexer has more than one inputs and one
output. All the track & hold output signals are time
multiplexed among which the multiplexer selects
B.

Figure 4: Wafer cross section of 0.35 µm process
[4]
The CMOS technology is usually chosen on the
merits of low power; high impedance for handling
small charge; ability to build high gain voltage
amplifiers, capacitors, pass transistors, analog &
digital memories; develop photodiode and the
readout electronics on the same wafer; high noise
immunity; CMOS devices do not produce as much
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waste heat as other forms of logic enables chips that
are small in size to have features like high operating
speeds and efficient usage of energy.

placed and routed. The verified layout is then
exported outside the design tool for further
processing. This is to be done using .gds extension
as GDS2 binary format is a standard format for
V. LAYOUT DESIGN
integrating the block in the top-level layout, doing
Layouts that are carried out automatically using the DRC/LVS checking, or delivering the layout to the
netlist generated from the schematic design are foundry.
called schematic driven layouts. The flow diagram
of the schematic driven layout is shown in figure 4. Library
Import Data
Importing the design involves specifying the User data
following setup information. The floorplan defines
Floorplan
the actual form, or aspect ratio, the layout will take,
the global and detailed routing grids, the rows to
Powerplan
host the core cells and the I/O pad cells (if required),
and the location of the corner cells (if required). It
Placement
is a good idea to save the design at this stage to
allow restarting here quickly without needing to
CT Synthesis
redo all the previous steps. Powerplan generates the
VDD and ground power rings around the core and
Route
optionally adds a number of vertical and/or
horizontal power stripes across the core. Stripes
Streamout
ensure a proper power distribution in large cores.
.gds
The Net(s) field defines the number and the kinds
.DEF
of rings from the core. In our case, there will be
first a ground ring around the core and a VDD ring
Figure 5: Schematic driven layout flow
around the ground ring. The net names should be
VI. RESULTS
consistent with the power net names in the cell LEF
file. The rings will be placed in the centre of the The input and output waveforms of Track & Hold
channel between the core and the chip boundary. It circuit is shown in figure 6 & 7. Simulation result
is possible to extend the ring segments to reach the of analog multiplexer is shown in figure 8.
core boundary. Placement places the cells of the
imported Verilog netlist in the rows automatically.
CAP cell placement is done to place the termination
cells at the beginning as well as end of each row.
The so called CAP cells are used to properly bias
the P+ and N+ substrates. Then FILLER cells are
added to fill the remaining holes in the rows and
ensure the continuity of power/ground rails and
N+/P+ wells in the row is optional. As the paths
Figure 6: Input to Track & hold
that will propagate the clock signal in the design are
not necessarily balanced, some registers may
receive the active clock edge later than others
(clock skew) and may therefore violate the assumed
synchronous design operation. Route generates all
the wires required to connect the cells according to
the imported gate-level netlist. Then design is
verified in terms of connectivity as well as
geometry to check that the design has been properly
Figure 7: Output from Track & Hold
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[6] Helmuth Speiler and Lawrence Berkeley,
“Front-End Electronics and Signal Processing”,
National Laboratory, Physics Division, Berkeley,
CA 94720, U.S.A.
[7] Philip E. Allen, Douglas R. Holberg, “CMOS
Analog Circuit Design” (Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, Inc., 1987).

Figure 8: Output from analog multiplexer
VII.

CONCLUSION

An analog multiplexer for the serial readout of
multichannel system for radiation detector is
designed successfully meeting its design
considerations. The design is implemented using
0.35 µm CMOS technology and has been optimized
for small size, low power and fast response. The
schematic design and layout is optimized by
comparing pre-simulation and post-simulation
results using public domain CAD tool.
VIII.
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Abstract—In digital image forensics, it is generally accepted
that intentional manipulations of the image content are more
critical. Numerous forensic methods focus on the detection of
such malicious post processing. In this paper we focus on the
prior work for features to detect these specific artifacts and we
can introduce some improvements to these features by merging
all these spatial, DCT and DWT domains. With these domains we
can extract the feature of edges, features for correlation of pixels
and multi resolution analysis using Spatial, DCT and DWT
domains. We can also improve its complexity and reduce its
dimensionality by using a new method for classification i.e. CS
RS ensemble based classifier in comparison of SVM classifier,
Ensemble Classifier and PCA.
Keywords—DCT, DWT, Spatial Domain, Ensemble based
Clssifiers, PCA, SVM

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid diffusion of inexpensive and easy
to use devices that enable the acquisition of visual
data, almost everybody has today the possibility of
recording, storing, and sharing a large amount of
digital images. At the same time, the large
availability of image editing software tools makes
extremely simple to alter the content of the images,
or to create new ones, so that the possibility of
tampering and counterfeiting visual content is no
more restricted to experts. Finally, current software
allows to create photorealistic computer graphics
that viewers can find indistinguishable from
photographic images [1, 2] or also generate hybrid
generated visual content.
In summary, today a visual digital object might
go during its lifetime, from its acquisition to its
fruition, through several processing stages, aimed at
enhancing the quality, creating new content by
mixing pre existing material, or even tampering
with the content. All these issues will get worse as
processing tools become more and more
sophisticated. While the majority of research work
published in image forensics focused on developing
robust algorithms for detecting tampering
operations, it is sometimes more important to detect
which parts of a given image have been

manipulated. For this reason, we note here that
researchers working in forensics imaging have
either adopted the classification perspective or the
localization perspective. Fig. 1 shows the work flow
for a typical image splicing detection technique. It
starts with the pre- processing stage which is
usually the color to gray-scale conversion followed
by the feature extraction stage. Different types of
features are extracted from authentic and tampered
images for a given dataset. The feature extraction
stage is critical and the classification performance
depends on the selection of best features for the
problem under investigation [7]. The extracted
features are used to train a classifier and the trained
model is used to classify the authentic and tampered
images. Finally, in the post-processing stage, the
tampered regions are localized.

Fig 1. Work Flow for Image Splicing Detection Technique

Classification of high dimensional features [11]
poses a serious challenge to image forensics due to
several reasons. The required number of labeled
samples for supervised learning methods increases
exponentially with the dimensionality to achieve
high generalization accuracy. The data points
become sparse in the higher dimensions, which
makes the learning task very difficult if not
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impossible. Even though the support vector
machine (SVM) seems to be the most popular
machine learning tool used in steganalysis, SVMs
are quite restrictive due to the complexity of SVM
will be increased rapidly with the dimensionality of
feature space growing [7]. Traditional approach that
tackles classification problems with a high
dimensional feature space employs dimensionality
reduction or projection techniques like Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) or KL-transformation.
While such techniques help in reducing
dimensionality, one drawback is that the new
dimensions can be difficult to interpret, thus making
it hard to relate the instances to the original
dimensions [8]. A second drawback for the
dimension reduction techniques like PCA is the
huge computational complexity when calculate the
covariance matrix of feature vectors with thousands
of dimensions [9].
To address the challenges associated with the
curse of dimensionality arising in splicing detection,
Kodovsky [10] has designed an ensemble classifier
built as random forest with the FLD [11] as a base
learner. These ensemble classifier in [10] can
provides performance equivalent to that of a
Support Vector Machine (SVM) for steganalysis of
large databases with large feature vectors. But the
features in subspaces used to train the base learners
in [10] were selected randomly from the original
feature space, this approach is not suitable for high
dimensional feature space consisting of thousands
of features, thus affecting the classification
performance of the base learners. In this suggested
work, we can use a new method, called CS-RS
which modifies the generation method of feature
subspaces in [14] and therefore enhances
classification performance over high-dimensional
feature space.
The aim of this review paper is to provide a
comprehensive overview of the state of the art in
the area of blind detection of image splicing based
on Markov features and Ensemble based classifiers
and also we provide a view for improvement in
these features. Unlike earlier work, we can improve
these techniques in the terms that, we not only
extract features in DCT, DWT and spatial domain
but also we merge all these features in one frame
work, then we classify these extracted features with

a suitable classifier which will helped in the
detection technique to achieve better accuracy.
The organization of the paper is as follows.
Section 2 gives some preliminary background and
reviews work related to different splicing detection
methods. Section 3 describes the suggested
framework for possibly improvement in the earlier
techniques including feature extraction, reduction,
and pattern classification. In Sect. 4, describes the
comparison of experimental work and simulation
results for existing earlier work. Finally, Sect. 5
concludes the paper.
II.

REVIEW OF SOME STATE OF ART SPLICING
DETECTION METHODS

In 1999, Farid [15] used bicoherence
(normalized bispectrum) based features to catch
unnatural high order correlations in speech which
was utilized to detect audio tampering. Motivated
from his work Ng and Chang [16 - 18] used both
magnitude and phase of the bicoherence spectrum.
The method was tested on the Columbia Image
Splicing Detection Evaluation (CISDE) dataset [20]
with a reported detection accuracy of 63%. Then
Ng. et. el. have shown the difficulties of image
splicing detection using bicoherence features
[16,17]. In this author uses two methods for
improving the capability of the bicoherence features
[16,17] in detecting image splicing. In these
methods author exploits the dependence of the
bicoherence features on the image content such as
edge pixel density and offsets the splicing invariant
component from bicoherence. Finally, they observe
improvements 70.5% and have achieved success
detection rates of accuracy [18, 19]. In SVM
classification after the derived features are
incorporated [12].
Dong et. al.. A 61-D feature set has been
generated, which are based on the statistic moments
of characteristic function of image run-length
histograms. In this the Author utilize a Sobel
operator and LoG detector to obtain the local sharp
image intensity variations. With these changes
author extract, the computation complexity of this
approach is very low and their results indicated that
these features improve the detection accuracy of
61-D with 76.52% for splicing detection [21,22]
without any significant extra costs.
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Fu et. el. By considering the high non-linearity
and non-stationarity nature of image splicing
operation, Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT) has
been utilized to generate features for classification
[23]. Furthermore, a statistical natural image model
based on moments of characteristic functions (CF)
with wavelet decomposition is used to distinguish
the spliced images from the authentic images.
Support vector machine (SVM) as the classifier has
been used [12].
Li et al. [24] combined features from the 1st
order histogram of the DWT coefficients with
HHT- based features.and this method had tested on
the same dataset and classifier with detection
accuracy of 86% achieved was higher than
previously reported results (72% in [19] and 80% in
[23]).
Chen et. el. The authors has pointed out that
Fourier phase conveys important information about
image structure and features [25]. Phase congruency
provides an absolute measure of the significance of
such image features and their experiment showed
that the combination of moments and phase
congruency gave an improved classification
performance as compared with the state-of-the-art
and have achieved successful detection rates of 120D with 82% [25]
Zhao et al.used the 3rd order statistical features
calculated from Conditional Co-occurrence
Probability Matrix (CCPM) to detect image
splicing. First, PCA has been used to reduce the
feature dimensions, and then, classification was
performed using SVM. The overall accuracy of
80.80% [26] has been achieved on CISDE dataset
using an SVM classifier.
Zhang et al. applied LBP operator on multi-size
DCT coefficients blocks. The discriminative
features were extracted from LBP histograms. The
feature dimension was reduce during KPCA,
classification was performed using SVM, and It
achieved detection accuracy of 89.9% on the
CISDE dataset [27].
Shi et. al. a new steganalysis scheme has been
designed to effectively detect the advanced JPEG
steganography. For this purpose, Markov process is
applied to modeling these difference JPEG 2-D
arrays so as to utilize the second order statistics for

steganalysis. In addition to the utilization of
difference JPEG 2-D arrays, a thresholding
technique has been developed to greatly reduce the
dimensionality of transition probability matrices,
Due to these features this scheme had achieved
accuracy 88.8% for 324-D [28].
Shi et. el. This natural image model is
represented by features extracted from a given test
image and 2-D arrays produced by applying multisize block discrete cosine transform to the given test
image and they consider the spatial representation
of the given test image and extract statistical
moments of characteristic functions and Markov
transition probabilities from this image pixel 2-D
array [29]. With these features this approach has
achieved an improved accuracy of 91.87% for 266D features [30].
Zhang et. al. The author obtained feature set by
merging and modifying two previously proposed
feature sets with complementary performance (the
DCT feature set in that captures inter-block
dependencies among DCT coefficients and Markov
features in which capture intra-block dependencies)
[35]. This approach has achieved an accuracy of
91.5% with a 109-dimensional feature vector.
Zhongwei et. al. The author has combined the
two kind of features Markov features in DCT
domain and the Markov features in DWT domain.
To handle a large number of developed features,
feature selection method SVM-RFE has been
utilized. At last, the final dimensionality-reduced
feature vector has been used for image splicing
detection with SVM as the classifier and their
Experiment results achieve accuracy rate 93.55%
with 100-D [32].
Several forensic techniques, which can be
broadly grouped together as statistical classifiers,
These forensic techniques use powerful tools from
machine learning such as support vector machines
(SVMs), neural networks and ensemble based
classifiers to identify the specific changes in these
features that correspond to manipulation. Before
classification can be performed, these techniques
must be trained using features extracted from both
unaltered and falsified or manipulated image
content. But most commonly used classifier is SVM
because it is easy to use.
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Although there exists a large variety of various
machine learning tools, support vector machines
(SVMs) seem to be the most popular choice. This is
due to the fact that SVMs are backed by a solid
mathematical foundation cast within the statistical
learning theory [29] because they are resistant to
overtraining and perform rather well even when the
feature dimensionality is comparable or larger than
the size of the training set. Moreover, robust and
efficient open-source implementations are available
for download and are easy to use, The complexity
of SVM training, however, slows down the
development cycle even for problems of a moderate
size, as the complexity of calculating the Gram
matrix representing the kernel is proportional to the
square of the product of the feature dimensionality
and the training set size. Moreover, the training
itself is at least quadratic in the number of training
samples. This imposes limits on the size of the
problem one can handle in practice and forces the
steganalyst to consciously design the features to fit
within the complexity constraints defined by
available computing resources. Ensemble classifiers
give substantially more freedom to the analysts,
who can now design the features virtually without
constraints on feature dimensionality and the
training set size to build detectors through a much
faster development cycle
SUGGESTED FRAMEWORK
In the prior state of art the authors have not
claimed further improvement in the accuracy
detection rate and reduction in complexity in terms
of dimensionality. In this section we have suggested
an improved framework for further improvement in
true positive rate, true negative rate and accuracy
detection rate and also we have focused on
complexity and dimension reduction in one roof.
This improved approach with DCT, DWT and
spatial domain focuses on markov features to their
effectiveness and simple-ness and dumping all the
moment based features. The framework of an
improved markov features based approach is shown
in fig. 2. Given a digital image, we can not only
extract markov features in DCT, DWT and Spatial
domain , But also we can merge all these features in
one framework by taking the advantage of all these
three domains.
III.

Image Dataset

Expanded
DCT Domain

DWT
Domain

Spatial
Domain

Feature Extraction
Feature Set
Random Split

Training Set

Testing Set

Feature
Selection
Feature
Training
CS-RS
Classifier

Repeat
Measurements of Output Parameters e.g.
Accuracy, True Positive rate, True Negative
rate
Fig 2. A Framework of Suggested Improved Approach

Furthermore, for feature extraction in DCT
domain we can use expanded Markov features
extracted in DCT in our approach which is for the
purpose of capturing not only the intra-block
correlation but also the inter-block correlation
between DCT coefficients [35]. The splicing
boundaries are normally sharp transitions in nature,
for this DWT can be more suitable for image
splicing detection with its advantage of multi
resolution analysis, This wavelet analysis is good at
catching the short-time transient or localized change
in signals. Quite a few methods based on DWT
have been designed in the past, such as [24].
However, most of the methods deal with all the
subbands
independently
after
wavelet
decomposition, neglecting the dependency among
wavelet coefficients across positions, scales and
orientations [23,24].
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But here, we can extract the features in DWT
domain by using the Markov random process
(Transition Probability Matrix) to capture the
aforementioned three kinds of dependency among
wavelet coefficients, and make the acquired Markov
features in DWT domain an important part in the
whole image splicing detection [30]. Then we can
also extract the features in spatial domain, with this
domain the edge images are calculated in
horizontal, vertical, major diagonal and minor
diagonal directions in spatial domain. For edge
detection we can use any suitable edge detection
algorithm for better accuracy. After all the related
features are generated by all these domain we merge
all extracted features in one framework, then a
features selection method referred as ensemble
based classifier is adopted to reduce the
dimensionality of the final feature vector, making
the computational complexity more manageable.
Finally, the n-D feature vector obtained is used to
distinguish authentic and spliced images with
ensemble as the classifier.
COMPARISON OF RESULTS FOR STATE OF ART
The task of image splicing detection among
authentic and forged images is an example of binary
classification. The detection performance can be
evaluated in terms of the detection accuracy (Acc),
true positive rate (TPR) and true negative rate
(TNR). We can consider the spliced image as
positive and authentic image as negative. TPR and
TNR are also known as sensitivity and specificity,
respectively. The performance metrics are
calculated as follows:,
IV.

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =

(𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁)
(𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁)

𝑇𝑃𝑅 =

𝑇𝑃
(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁)

𝑇𝑁𝑅 =

𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃

where TP is number of True Positive, TN is
number of True Negative, FP is number of false
Positive and FN is number of False Negative.
Though there are other metrics like precision,
sensitivity and specificity for measuring the
performance of classifiers, accuracy seems to be the
most important metric as it considers all

possibilities of positive and negative outputs of
classifiers. We can also use the Receiver Operating
Curve (ROC) and the Area Under the Curve (AUC)
to plot the changes in TPR and FPR as the decision
threshold changes from 0 to 1. The comparison
results for state of art are shown in table 1. As we
can see in these results in the earlier work the
authors focused on the accuracy regardless of the
the dimensionality. As the dimensionality increases
the accuracy is also increases but increasing
dimensionality increases the computational cost and
complexity and also it slow down the development
cycle even for problem of a moderate size.
Table 1. Comparison of results for state of art
Features

Dimensionality Accuracy rate

Ng. et.al. [19]

-

63%

Ng. et.al. [18]

768-D

72%

Dong et. al. [21]

61-D

76.5%

Fu et. al. [23]

110-D

80.1%

Chen et. al. [25]

.120-D

82%

Li et. al. [24]

72-D

85%

Shi et. al. [28]

324-D

88.8%

Zhao et. al. [26]

686-D

88.8%

Zhang et. al. [27] 768-D

89.93%

Shi et. al. [30]

266-D

91.8%

Zhang et.al. [31]

109-D

91.5%

et. 100-D

93.5%

Zhangwei
al.[32]
EI et. al. [33]

50-D

98%

Then the authors start focused on low
dimensionality with increasing accuracy and they
found fruitful results that as dimensionality reduces
complexity reduce and they speed up the
development cycle at low computational cost.
CONCLUSION
Our extended overview of image forgery
detection techniques shows that this area of research
is still in its flourishing stage, and holds a huge
potential for future R&D applications. Although
many of the techniques discussed here require some
V.
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types of assumptions to provide excellent detection
results, with more research efforts, we expect some
robust methods to become standard tools in the near
future.
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Abstract
Crowd sourcing applications are now being used for performing wireless measurements. These
applications measure and log a number of wireless signal parameters/metrics like RSSI, RSRP,
throughput, latency to name a few. These can be used in network performance characterization and
subsequent optimization. These applications are available as open source and they provide an inexpensive
alternative to perform measurements. In this paper authors present and discuss RSSI measurements
performed using an open source application installed on an android device. Comparison of measured data
and theoretic model shows that the measurements using this open source application are reasonably
accurate.
Keywords: Crowdsourcing, RSSI, Path loss, Wi-Fi, open source, android.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, network performance characterization and subsequent optimizations are done based on
drive testing by network infrastructure vendors in coordination with service providers. This involves test
teams repeatedly going to the field where network is deployed to perform measurements and collect
statistics. This approach has a number of issues:
i.
It is a costly affair as it requires a number of expensive equipments.
ii.
These results are not available to public and so researchers can hardly contribute to optimize
networks.
iii. While this approach is practical in macro cell environment, it is not possible to perform drive test
for micro and pico-cell network configurations.
Crowd sourcing is fast emerging as a new method for performing wireless measurements. This technique
uses an open source application installed on a smart phone or android device that logs a number of
parameters/metrics like received signal strength indicator (RSSI), reference signal received power
(RSRP), throughput, and latency [3], [7], [9]. The advantage in using these open source application is that
it provides an inexpensive alternative to perform measurements and that dedicated test teams are not
required to perform drive tests. A smart phone user can install these applications on their device and
enable measurements. The measurements could be uploaded on cloud for further analysis [1], [6]. The
research community could benefit from these real life measurements provided by users in live network.
The measurements can be analyzed and used to build realistic models for wireless systems and
subsequently suggest improvements and optimizations.

Measurements using crowd sourcing is being used in recent years by several researchers. Authors in [6]
use this approach for local network topology discovery. It is used in [4], [5] for path loss modeling and [8]
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to model LTE Downlink throughput. In [9] authors used crowdsensing approach to find the frequencies
used by the different Wi-Fi access points in the city of Edinburgh.
RSSI can be used to estimate the distance between two nodes [5]. It can also be used for indoor
positioning and localization [2], [4]. It is also used for occupancy estimation [10] and intrusion detection.
In the present paper, the authors limit the studies to Wi-Fi network RSSI measurements. This paper is
organized as follows. In section II path loss model is described. Section III describes the measurement
setup. Section IV presents the results obtained from the measurements carried out in this work. Finally
section V gives the conclusions that can be drawn from this work.
II.

PATH LOSS MODEL

Radio signals undergo reflection, refraction, diffraction and scattering when they propagate in free space.
Free-space model or Friis formula, ground bidirectional reflectance model and log-normal shadow models
are prevalent models that are used to model received signal strength [5]. Given transmit power Pt, transmit
antenna gain Gt, receive antenna gain Gr, carrier wavelength λ, at a distance d from transmitter, the
received power Pr, according to Friis model is given by eq (1)
Pr ( d ) 

Pt G t G r 

4 d 

PL ( dB )  10 log

2

(1)

2

  
  20 log 

 4 d 

Pt
Pr

(2)

According to this formula, the received power is inversely proportional to square of the distance between
transmitter and receiver. Friis model is used under following assumptions.
i.
the transmission distance is much larger than the antenna size and carrier wavelength λ
ii.
there are no obstacles between the transmitter and receiver.
Surface bidirectional model is applicable in the following scenarios
i.
transmission distance is of the order of a few kilometers.
ii.
the height of the transmitter and receiver antenna is more than 50 meters.
Eq (3) gives the expression for received power where ht and hr are the heights of transmit and receive
antenna respectively.
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In this case, the received power in inversely proportional to fourth power of the distance between
transmitter and receiver.
Log-normal shadow model is a more general propagation model applicable to both indoor and outdoor
environments. This model provides a number of parameters which reflect different kind of environments.
The path loss according to this model is given by eq (5).
PL ( dB )  10  log d  X



(5)
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η is a measure of obstacles like door, walls, partitions and Xσ is a normal random variable with standard
deviation σ. For free space η= 2 and for indoor environments with walls and obstructions, η= 4 or 5
typically.
III.

MEASUREMENT SETUP

In order to understand path loss characteristics, the authors have performed RSSI measurements using
OpenSignal application [1] installed on an android based smart phone in this work. The measurements
were performed in indoor environment in the Department of Electronics Engineering, AMU, Aligarh. The
Wi-Fi access point is operating in 2.4 GHz band and is based on IEEE 802.11g specification. The UE is
assumed to be static (no mobility) while the measurements are taken. RSSI is measured at distances of 2,
4, 6, 8 and 10 meters from the access point. At each location 150 RSSI samples were collected which
corresponds to a duration of 15 minutes.
IV.

RESULTS

Figures 1 and 2 show the variation of RSSI with time and probability distribution and at distances of 2 m
and 4 m from the access point (AP) respectively. Looking at one of RSSI distributions as shown in Fig
1(a), it is observed that RSSI varies by about 12dB about its mean value on either side even though the UE
is presumably static. This variation in RSSI which appears to have a log-normal distribution is attributed
to environment factors such as number of obstacles, noise and interference from other transmitters in this
band. Figure 3 shows a plot of mean of the RSSI measured as a function of distance. In this plot it is
observed that the RSSI decreases exponentially with distance and is in accordance with the eq. (5).
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Figure 1(a): RSSI v/s time at 2 meters

Figure 1 (b): RSSI histogram
.

Figure 2(a): RSSI v/s time at 4 meters
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Figure 2(b): RSSI histogram

Figure 3: Mean RSSI v/s Distance
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V.

CONCLUSION

The authors performed RSSI measurements using crowd sourcing application. It is observed that
RSSI decreases exponentially as the distance from access point increases. Crowd sourcing
applications are economical means which can be used in academics and research community to
perform real-time measurement of wireless signal parameters. The measurement studies carried
out in this work suggest that the findings are close to theory with some calibration factor applied.
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Abstract
Cognitive radio networks, in interweave mode of operation, use dynamic spectrum access scheme.
This approach necessitates sensing the spectrum to reliably determine the spectrum holes available
for transmission and detect the existence of primary users. In this paper, energy detection and
matched filter based methods are studied through Monte Carlo Simulations for spectrum sensing
applications in cognitive radio networks. Statistical analysis for setting optimal detector thresholds
and the average probability of detection for a given SNR are done for both techniques. The
Receiver Operating Characteristics are plotted for various SNR for the above techniques.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Due to high transmission data rate requirements to accommodate various types of multimedia in
wireless communication, the pressure on spectrum resources is rising. The concurrent transmissions
from high data rate applications are often difficult to achieve due to the inherent limitations of the
available spectrum.The reason for spectrum scarcity is not so much because of the physical shortage of
the radio channels but more due to the static allocation of spectrum to a particular organization or
licensed users. This fixed spectrum assignment to licensed users prevents efficient spectrum utilization
as the unused idle channels cannot be utilised by unlicensed secondary users.
Cognitive radio (CR) technology under development is a solution to allow spectrum to be reused more
efficiently. The CR is aware of their radio environment and internal state, and can make decisions
about their radio operating behaviour based on that information and predefined objectives. The CR
automatically adjusts its operation to achieve the desired objectives of providing reliable
communication suitable to application and efficient utilization of the radio spectrum[1].
The operating modes of a CR are broadly classified into three types: underlay,overlay and interweave
modes.In underlay mode, both the secondary user(SU)and the primary user(PU)transmitdata on the
same frequency channel, simultaneously. In this mode, the secondary user adjusts its transmission
power such that the interference caused by it to the licensed primary user is below a certain predefined
threshold. In practise, more than one secondary user may be transmitting the signal along with the
primary user on the same frequency channel. In the overlay mode, the secondary cognitive transmitter
is assumed to have aprioriinformation of the primary user's signal. The cognitive transmitter acts as a
relay for the primary user by retransmitting the primary user's signal while simultaneously transmitting
its own message [2], [3].In interweave mode of operation, the secondary user makes use of spectrum
sensing to detect the presence of the primary user and transmits only if the primary user is absent. The
interweave mode is also known as dynamic spectrum access mode. In this mode, the primary and
secondary transmitters never transmit on the same sub-channel simultaneously and hence, never
interfere with each other.
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Figure1: Interweave mode in CR
In this paper, energy detection and matched filter based spectrum sensing techniques are studied for
cognitive radio applications through Monte Carlo Simulations.The paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we discuss interweave mode of CR operation and spectrum sensing performance metrics.In
Section III and Section IV, energy detection and matched filter based spectrum sensing techniques for
cognitive radio applications are discussed and simulation results are shown. The paper is concluded in
Section V.
II.

INTERWEAVE MODE OF CR &SPECTRUM SENSING

In the interweave mode, the operation cycle of a CR comprises four major functions: spectrum
sensing, spectrum decision, spectrum sharing and spectrum mobility. These functions are presented in
Fig. 1. During spectrum sensing, a CR monitors the available spectrum bands to identify the white
spaces. Once the spectrum hole is identified, the spectrum decision phase starts wherein the CR selects
the most appropriate band for transmission as per the QoS needs of the application. Since there may be
multiple secondary user transmitters trying to access the same frequency band, the transmission and
decision making is coordinated among the cognitive radio nodes in the network through efficient
resource allocation algorithms. When a primary user is detected to be transmitting on the selected
spectrum band, the spectrum mobility function helps the frequency band vacation and handover to a
new band with minimum degradation of quality.
In general, there are three signal detection approaches forspectrum sensingto detect the activity of the
primary user: energy detection, matched filtering (coherentdetection), and feature detection. Critical
factors in the design of thespectrum sensing techniques are selection of the probability of falsealarm
threshold and probability of missed detection threshold as per application requirements, sensing
duration&data throughput trade-off, abilityto differentiate interference from primary users and noise,
computational complexity of spectrum sensing methods[4].
The probability of missed detection and probability of falsealarms are the key performance metrics for
spectrum sensing techniques inCR. Sometimes the CR secondary user may wrongly declare that the
primary user is absent, and the secondaryuser may transmit the data along with the primary user in the
same frequency band, hence causing interference with the primary user. Such cases are called missed
detection. The probability of themissed detection should be minimum possible and ideally zero.The
failure to detect the primary user may have grave consequences for mission critical radio applications.
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In the case of false alarm, the spectrum sensing unit may wrongly classify that theprimary user is
present even though the primary user is actually absent.In such cases, the cognitive secondary user
does not transmit in the sensed band and remains idle, and it results inreduced throughput for the
secondary user. Hence, selectionof the thresholds for the probability of the false alarm is also critical
to the overall throughput of the cognitive radio network.
Another major factor in the spectrum sensing is the sensing duration - datathroughputtrade-off. The
accuracy of the spectrum sensingdepends on the amount of time or the number of symbols the receiver
observes from theenvironment to take a decision. The accuracy of the decisionis proportional to the
sensing time. However, with increase in sensingduration or window length, the secondary user's
throughput reduces asit does not transmit the data during that time. Finding theright trade-off between
the sensing time and throughput is hence required.
III.

ENERGY DETECTION BASED SPECTRUM SENSING

In energy detection based spectrum sensing, the signal isdetected by comparing the output of the
energy detector witha threshold which depends on the noise floor. The spectrum sensing is formulated
by the followingbinary hypothesis testing problem,
H0: y(n) = w(n),(1)
H1: y(n) = s(n) + w(n),

(2)

where,w(n) is the additivewhite Gaussian noise (AWGN) sample, x(n) is the signal transmitted by PU,
h(n) is the LTI channel impulse response, s(n) = x(n)*h(n) is the PU transmitted signal component
received by SU, y(n) is the total signal received and processed by SU, and n is the sampleindex. Note
that s(n) = 0 when there is no transmission byprimary user. Hence, under hypothesisH0, the PU is
absent and y(n) consists only ofw(n). Under hypothesis H1 the transmittedwireless signal x(n) is also
present along with w(n). The decision metric or the test statistic for the energy detector is taken as
D(y)=∑|y(n)|2, summed over N samples(3)
The decision metric Dis compared against a threshold λEto decide the occupancy of frequency band.
The white noise is modelled as a zero-mean Gaussianrandom variable with variance σ2w, i.e. w(n) =
N(0, σ2w).For simplicity, the signal term is also modelled as azero-mean Gaussian variable, i.e. x(n) =
N(0, σ2x).Hence, the distribution of the test statistic or decision metric D can be modelled by the chisquare distributionwith 2N degrees offreedom χ2 2N, where N is the length of a signal. To thisend, the
following formulation is deduced,
D(y)|H0= (σ2w/2)χ2 2N,(4)
D(y)|H1= [(σ2w+σ2x)/2]χ2 2N ,(5)
whereσ2x and σ2wdenote the variance of the transmitted signaland AWGN process, respectively, which
are assumed to bestatistically independent. Based on this and given that theinstantaneous SNR is γ
=σ2x/σ2w, the corresponding falsealarm probability Pfa and detection probability Pd measurescan be
expressed as follows:
Pd= Prob (D(y)>λE|H1) = Q[(λE- σ2w(1+γ)/(σ2w(1+γ)/√N)](6)
Pfa= Prob (D(y)>λE|H0) = Q[(λE- σ2w)/(σ2w/√N)](7)
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The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves areusedto explore the relation betweenthe
sensitivity (probability of detection) and specificity (falsealarm rate) of the sensing method for
variousthresholds, thus allowing the determination of an optimalthreshold.
Monte-carlo simulations are done for the above specified problem. Fig. 2 shows the ROC simulation
curves for different SNRvalues. The number of usedsamples is set to 1000 in this figure, i.e. N = 1000
in (3). As thefigure shows, the performance of the threshold detectorimproves at high SNR values.Fig.
3 shows variation of average probability of detection Pd with SNR varying from -28dB to -10dBfor
different values probability of false alarmPfain energy detector based spectrum sensing. The number
of used samples is set to 1000 in this figure, i.e. N = 1000 in (3). Fig.4 shows the ROC curves for
different values of N with SNR = −13 dB. From simulation results, it is observed that the energy
detector performance improves considerably as the sensed signal and hence the sensing duration
increases. But in practice, a trade-off needs to be done between the sensing duration and data
throughput at the cognitive transmitter as the secondary user remains idle during sensing duration.
In design, Pfashould be kept as small as possible to avoid underutilization of transmission
opportunities. The decisionthreshold λEshould beselected for finding an optimum trade-off between
Pdand Pfa.For optimal decision, prior knowledge of noise variance and detected signal powers is
required at the cognitive radio. The signal powerchanges depending on transmission characteristics,
transmission channel and the distance between the cognitive radio and primaryuser and hence is
difficult to estimate.The performance of energy detector based sensing is limitedwhen the noise may
not be stationary or its variance may not be known.In practise, noise level is estimateddynamically by
separating the noise and signal subspacesusing algorithms such as multiple signal classification
(MUSIC)[6].Noise variance is taken as the smallest eigenvalue of thereceived signal’s autocorrelation.
Then, the estimated noise variance valueis used to choose the threshold for satisfying a constant
falsealarm rate. A smallerror in noise power estimation causes significant performance loss. Hence, a
dynamic and reliable noise estimation method needs to be selected.The low computational and
implementation complexities of energy detector based method also make it an attractive choice for
spectrum sensing.
IV.

MATCHED FILTER DETECTION BASED SPECTRUM SENSING

If a deterministic pattern (e.g., pilot, primary user signature sequence, preamble, or trainingsequence)
of primary user signals is known at the cognitive radio, then the optimal detector is matched filter
detector to maximize the probability of detection[7]. The spectrum sensing isformulated by the
following binary hypothesis testing problem,
H0: y(n) = w(n),(8)
H1: y(n) = s(n) + w(n),

(9)

where where, w(n) is the additivewhite Gaussian noise (AWGN) sample, x(n) is the signal transmitted
by PU, h(n) is the LTI channel impulse response, s(n) = x(n)*h(n) is the PU transmitted signal
component received by SU, y(n) is the total signal received and processed by SU , and n is the
sampleindex.The decision metric or the test statistic for the matched filter detector is taken as
D(y)=(1/N)Re{∑y(n)x*(n)}, summed over N samples(10)
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Figure 2: ROCfor energy detector based
spectrum sensing for varying SNR

Figure 4:ROC of energy detector based
spectrum sensing forvaryingsensing
duration N &SNR = −13dB.

Figure 3:Probability of detection Pdvs
SNR curvefor different values probability
of false alarmPfain energy detector based
spectrum sensing

Figure 5:ROC for matched filter based
spectrum sensing for SNR= -20dB

where * sign denotes conjugate operation. The decision metric Dis compared against a threshold λEto
decide the occupancy of frequency band . The white noise is modeled as a zero-mean Gaussianrandom
variable with variance σ2w, i.e. w(n) = N(0, σ2w).The signal sequence termx(n) is known at the
receiver.Hence, the distribution of the test statistic or decision metric D can be modeled by linear
combination ofgaussiandistributed signals and hence a Gaussian distribution. Based on this and given
that the energy of the signal transmitted by primary user is E, by Neyman-Pearson criteria, the
corresponding falsealarm probability Pfa and detection probability Pd measurescan be expressed as
follows:
Pd= Prob (D(y)>λE|H1) = Q[(λE-E)/√(Eσ2w)]

(11)

Pfa= Prob (D(y)>λE|H0) = Q[λE/√(Eσ2w)]

(12)

Monte-Carlo simulations are done for the above specified problem. Fig. 5 shows the ROC simulation
curves for different SNRvalues. The number of used samples is set to 1000 in this figure, i.e. N = 1000
in(10).
It is observed that matched filtering needs shorterduration to achieve a certain probability of false
alarmor probability of missed detection as compared to energy detection basedmethod. In fact, the
requirednumber of samples grows as O(1/SNR) for a targetprobability of false alarm at low SNRs for
matchedfiltering[8]. However, matched-filtering requires priorknowledge of the primary users signal
features such asbandwidth, modulating frequency, modulation order and type,pulse shape, frame format,
andaccurate timing and carrier-frequency synchronization.Moreover, simultaneous existence of primary
users following different standards, or signalling schemes in the CR network requires theCR node to
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have dedicated receivers for each primary user.Consequently, the implementationcomplexity and power
consumption of sensing unit is large.
V.
CONCLUSIONS
The performance of energy detector and matched filter based spectrum sensing techniques has been
assessed in this paper. The performance of both the detectors improves with increasing SNR and sensing
duration. The performance of matched filter is better than energy detector for a given sensing duration
and SNR. The implementation complexity and power consumption is larger in matched filter based
detection.
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Abstract
This paper presents a study on the impact of transmitting in the same channel or in the adjacent channel of
an ongoing DVB-T2 Broadcast. The power of an interferer, implemented as a bandpass Gaussian waveform
was measured for values which resulted in Picture Failure in the ongoing DVB-T2 broadcast with varying
levels of channel overlap. Through this study, the maximum tolerable interference from a secondary user on
the incumbent broadcaster is evaluated in the form of Protection Ratios. Results for different code rates and
guard band settings for the DTT transmission are compared.
I. Introduction
As more countries continue to switch from Analog Broadcasting to its digital counterpart, large amount of
spectrum is being freed up.Its use for other technologies is being investigated throughout the world. ITU had
ratified the proposal to reallocate the 694-790MHz band to IMT services. It has also scheduled discussions
over the future uses of DTT band (470-694MHz) and has requested studies for the same [1].
In India, there is currently only one broadcaster, Doordarshan, holding exclusive transmission rights for
terrestrial broadcast and uses DVB-T2. However, opening up this sector to private players has been
recommended [2]. Further, GoI'sBharatNet project is underway to provide fiber access till District’s Block
level, while subsequent distribution is still an open area. We envision TV Whitespace communication to
play a significant role in this last mile distribution.
Extensive work has been done to demonstrate the viability of TV Whitespace as a suitable candidate for
rural broadband connectivity [3]. CR based approaches are being formalized and IEEE 802.22 WRAN
standard has been developed as a result. Further, 802.11af has extended Wi-Fi operation into TVWS. Also,
LTE-U has forayed into TV Whitespaces. [4] presented a demonstrator for using LTE offload to DVB-T2
exploiting its Future Extension Frames (FEF) aimed at cooperative spectrum sharing via provider level
agreements. In the absence of such agreements, interference issues arise when secondary services operate in
the same spectrum as an ongoing TV broadcast. Hence, protection of incumbent services becomes
paramount. Studies have tried to quantifythese effects. Popescu et al. [5], [6] have catalogued various
configurations in which an interferer may impact the DTT in typical working configurations, and reverse
cases where DTT acts as an interferer. [7] have evaluated Protection Ratios required for LTE-A Femtocell
operation indoors with varying degree of channel overlap with the primary DTT broadcast. [8] evaluates
PRs for LTE-800 transmission in adjacent channels of a DVB-T service. [9] considers coexistence between
DVB-T2 Lite services and LTE with focus on LTE as primary. [10] evaluates the effect of using anti-LTE
filters for DTT reception considering adjacent channel use of LTE at varying traffic loads, while [11]
considers the effect of LTE load, LTE uplink and downlink in adjacent channels only.
This work aims to experimentally quantify the effects of a Gaussian type interferer transmitting in an
adjacent channel to the DVB-T2 DTT broadcast. This paper also records the spectral occupancy in Delhi
region. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the system parameters and the
setup. Section III outlines the principle of measurement. IV reports the results of the experiments performed
and V concludes the paper.
II. System Setup
We seek to quantify the Interference Protection Ratios for DVB-T2 reception. Interference Protection Ratio
is the minimum value of wanted-to-unwanted signal ratio that must be maintained in order to achieve a
specified reception quality at the receiver. For DVB-T2, this is defined as the onset of picture failure (PF)
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using Subjective Point Failure (SPF) method for domestic TV Receivers where no more than one frame
error is visible in a time span of 20 seconds [12].
An MPEG-2 Transport stream video was used for DTT Broadcast. SDR implementation of the DVB-T2
transmitter implementing the 1.1.1 version of the specification was used. Various parameters of the
Transmitters are given in the table I.
Gaussian interferer was also created using an SDR basedimplementation; FFT plot for the same is shown in
figure 1. Transmit antennas used for this purpose were 6dBi Wideband bowtie antennas. A silicon based offthe-shelf DVB-T2 tuner with a whip dipole antenna was used for reception of the DVB-T2 broadcast. FFT
measurements were taken using an SDR based receiver placed adjacent to the broadcast receiver.Also, SNR
from the TV Receiver was used. The scenario envisioned is shown in figure 2.
Table 1: Transmitter Parameters
DVB-T2 Transmitter Parameters

Value

Center Frequency
Sample Rate
Baseband Gain
RF Gain
DTT Bandwidth
PAPR correction
Mode

429MHz
9.14286Msps
0dB
6dB
8MHz
None
SISO

Interferer

Value

Sample Rate
Baseband Gain
RF Gain
Bandwidth

9.14286Msps
0dB
6dB
8MHz

Code Rate
1/2
2/3
3/4

Table II: Supported Transmission Parameters
GI 1/16
GI 1/8
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

DVB-T2
Tx

DVB-T2
Rx

Interferer
Tx
Figure 1: FFT Plot of Interferer

Figure 2: Interference Scenario

For the DVB-T2 transmitter, transmission was done using 64QAM modulation scheme with varying code
rates and guard intervals. Due to limitations of the transmitter implementation and the host system,
256QAM and higher FFT schemes could not be transmitted. Various parameter combinations for which the
Protection Ratios were measured are listed in table II.
III. Methodology
The following procedure was followed to conduct the experiment:
1. The DVB-T2 Transmitter was set to transmit according to parameters specified in table I and iteratively
using a setting from the table II.
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2. With this setup, reception was tested at the DTT receiver. The power transmitted was adjusted to a point
where the receiver would just start receiving video.
3. Using the value from the previous step as the interference free threshold, the power was increased to have
an SNR approximately 3dB above the threshold. The position of the receiver and transmitter and the
powertransmitted were then kept static throughout the iteration.
4. The interferer then started transmitting with the parameters listed in table I and at a center frequency
matching that of the broadcast. Initially, the power level of the interferer received at the receiver was set to a
value lower or approximately equal to the noise floor of the DVB-T2 broadcast and incremented to a point
of Picture Failure.
5. Center frequency of the interferer was shifted in 1MHz increments and the above step repeated for each
case, thus measuring the acceptable C/I ratios for all offsets.
6. The process was repeated for the next valid DVB-T2 transmit configuration. The choice ofPilot Patterns
is restricted for each transmission mode (refer table III) [13].
Table III: Allowed Pilot Patterns (at 4K FFT)

Pilot Pattern

GI 1/16

GI 1/8

PP3

PP1

IV. Results
Based on the spectrum scan, it was found the DD transmits on two frequencies in the Delhi region - at
538MHz and 578MHz respectively. The SNR received at the experiment’s location (rooftop) for 538MHz
was approximately 5dB less as compared to the reception at 578MHz. The occupancy plots for 578MHz is
shown in figure 3. The signals were highly attenuatedindoors, leading to non-detection of signal on the
tuner. These readings were taken using SDR and a wideband bowtie dipole antenna aligned for maximum
signal reception.

Figure 3: Doordarshan Transmission (578MHz) reception (a) rooftop (b) indoors

The threshold value of SNR (step 2) was found to be 12dB. Thus, the SNR was set to 15dB.
A. Varying code rate for fixed GI
The C/I ratios for different code rates using a GI of 1/16 are shown in figure 4(a). Here, DVB-T2 shows
increased susceptibility to interference with increasing degree of overlap. The performance getsworse when
code rate is increasedfrom 1/2 to 3/4. Even for complete separation between thetransmissions (437MHz), a
C/I of at least 2dB needs to be maintained. This is mostly due to non-conformance to spectral masks by the
interferer. On increasing the channel separation further, the C/I is low. Interference power could not be
increased beyond a certain level in the SDR and hence, the values at 438MHz could possibly be much
higher than observed here. Values with C/I as low as -40dB have been reportedin the literature [5], [7].
Values for co-channel and adjacent channel C/I are listed in table IV.
Table IV: Mesaured C/I values for 64QAM, 1/16 GI, PP3
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Code Rate

C/I Cochannel (dB)

C/I Adjacent Channel (dB)

1/2

11.8

-3

2/3

12.2

2.3

3/4

12.3

4

For GI 1/8, C/I ratios for various code rates is shownin figure 4(b). It also follows similar trend except that
performance for all code rates is worse than the 1/16 GI case. After complete separation, an SNR difference
of morethan 6dB is still required for a code rateof 2/3, when compared to the same case with GI 1/16. It is
then imperative that the performance of similar code rates at different Guard Intervals is compared.
B. Varying GI for fixed code rate
The C/I ratios for various cases are shown in the figure 5. For the same code rates, 1/16 GI fraction is seen
to perform approximately 2dB better than 1/8 GI fraction. This is ambiguous. Since there is no adjacent
channel interferer in the co-channel case, GI should have marginal to no impact on the performance. This
has also been noted in [6] and is attributed to the use of different Pilot Patterns with PP3 (GI 1/16) having
greater pilot density than PP1 (GI 1/8).

Figure 4: C/I Requirements for varying code rates. (a) 1/16 GIF, PP4 (b) 1/8 GIF, PP1

Figure 5: C/I requirement for 64QAM, 1/16 GIF (PP4) and ⅛ GIF (PP1)

V. Conclusion and Future Work
In the co-channel case the amount of interference that can be tolerated from a Gaussian interferer depends
on parameters like code rate and pilot pattern (which is governed by the GI fraction). For smaller code rates,
slightly higher levels of interference are tolerated. How effective this can be for secondary transmission
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depends on the nature of transmission of the secondary. For adjacent channel use, the requirements are
relaxed and occupying an adjacent band without disrupting broadcast is feasible with even 25% channel
overlap.
Some variants of DVB specify an optional return channel for the receivers to be able to communicate with
the transmitter at small data rates. No standardized method of implementation has been specified so far.
However, a sibling standard ATSC has made an inband return channel mandatory in its release 3.0.
A scenario is envisioned where the secondary transmitters may use a similar return channel's information for
optimizing their performance while avoiding service degradation of the incumbent even when operating
within the protection contour (which at present is forbidden).
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Abstract

application device. Remote operation is achieved
by any smart-phone/Tablet etc., with Android OS,
upon a GUI (Graphical User Interface) based
touch screen operation. While the user sends the
message from the Android application device, it
is received and retrieved by the raspberry pi at the
display unit. The access password will only be
known to the admin. It is then sent to the
raspberry pi2 that further displays the notice sent
from the admin on to the electronic notice board
which is equipped with a LCD Monitor
display.This study aims to enhance a existing
bulletin board using LED/LCD monitor that is
capable of display data such as text and image
using Raspberry Pi2 a credit card sized single
board computer connected to LED/LCD monitor
via HDMI to VGA port to make a display
output.We can send data such as text and images
using your mobile phone or tablet with a network
connection of Wi-Fi .We can also send a data to
the bulletin board via SMS.The digital board is an
enhancement of manual bulletin board in school.
A wireless technology applied to transfer data
into the raspberry pi interfaced to HDMI to VGA
port to make an output display.The Raspberry pi
is capable to receive data storing to its SD
card.The user can send a data via Wi-Fi
connection through SMS.The process of
transferring data is required the mobile devices
that are capable to connect the Wi-Fi.The
raspberry pi receives data from mobile
devices.The data which is text /images display
into the LCD/LED monitor interfaced to
Raspberry pi via HDMI to VGA port.
Who will be the beneficiary
- Student organization
- Offices in school/colleges/industry
- Researchers
- Business.
Purpose of the study
- To post an announcement or advertisement in a
digital format.

This paper emphasizes on an application of smart
notice boards which is used to provide
information in an innovative and in a smarter way
through android application replacing manual
work. Wireless notice boards is a technology
which saves paper and the user from the tedious
tasks of changing and sticking notices on an
conventional notice boards every now and then
.With the help of the proposed technology , the
authenticated and the Authorized user i.e
administrator in this case can change or put up
the notices from remote place through his android
phone which has android application in 3 ways i.e
through text (simple message), image and voice.
For voice conversion voice to text conversion is
used .Here we used raspberrypi3 which has
inbuilt wi-fi suitable for our application, lcd to
display ,android phone and temperature and
humidity sensor when no new notices are there
.This saves students at the last time hassle at the
exams etc. Android phones are owned and used
by large amount of people with the advancement
in information & communication Technology
(ICT),this can be widely acceptable because of
user friendly and low cost applications. This
paper deals with such an android application for
Academics aid .This kind of application can also
comes handy in public places such as colleges ,
schools, industries, offices, banks, railway
stations, bus stands etc.

INTRODUCTION

1

The main objective of the project is to develop a
wireless notice board that displays notices when a
message is sent from the user’s android
1
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(OHA).

- To lessen the effort to print some papers and
tarpaulin.
- To maximize the usage of mobile devices.
Advantages of the project
- Helps student organization to post an
announcement and advertisement without using
paper
-Digital visual to the user
- Save money and effort for printing.

•

RELATED WORK

With the development of cellular networks in the
1970’s for increasing the lack of frequencies in
the radiotelephone services which in turn lead to
introduction of AMPS (Advanced Mobile Phone
System) where the transmission was analog
based. This was known to be the first generation
in cellular networks. The second generation was
based on digital transmission and was called with
various abbreviations as GSM (Global System for
Mobile communications), ERMES (European
Radio Messaging System). Various Cordless
telephone standards were also introduced during
this time only. The third generation has risen with
the unification of different technologies; some of
them which are popularly known are FPLMTS
(Future Public Land Mobile Telecommunications
System),
UMTS
(Universal
Mobile
Telecommunication System), and IMT-2000
(International Mobile communication). These
days, BLUETOOTH technology has become one
of the most popular medium for wireless data
transfer. It has a wide range and is efficient in its
work.
Android is a set of software for mobile devices
including Operation System, Middleware and
Core Application, and a new Mobile Platform of
Google. It is a complete mobile platform based on
LINUX 2.6 Kernel that provides universal set of
powerful Operation System, Comprehensive
Library Set, abundant Multimedia User Interface
and Phone Application. Android platform is
produced to make new and innovative mobile
application program for the developers to make
full use of all functions connected to handset
internet. The Android platform was developed by
Google and later the Open Handset Alliance

Related work in this field includes Notice
Board based on 8051 and which uses
GSM technology [5]. Another paper
shows the work done on 8051 using
ZigBee communication. Yet another work
has been done based on Arduino platform.
Another work shows the use of Raspberry
Pi as the platform using the GSM
technology [6]. We propose the use of
Raspberry Pi2 as the platform and using
both GSM and Wi-Fi technologies for
communication. The advantage of using
these is that apart from text, we can send
an image (from an authorized smart
phone) which can be in turn shown on the
display board.

LITERATURE SURVEY

A. Wireless Electronic Display Board Using
GSM Technology [2]
The aim of this paper is to design a SMS based
display board which can replace the current
programmable
electronic
display
and
conventional notice boards. It consists of a
display toolkit which can be programmed and be
used from an authorized mobile phone. The GSM
modem receives a message from the authorized
mobile phone .
B. Raspberry Pi based speech recognition system
for automation [5]
This paper deals with the implementation of
voice-based system by using Bluetooth with the
help of android application. It uses a Raspberry pi
and for voice recognition an android app is
developed. The communication is made possible
by using Bluetooth module. At first the
smartphone recognizes our voice with the help of
Android app and converts it into text and the text
is transferred through Bluetooth of phone to
external Bluetooth module which is connected to
the Raspberry pi board, then the Bluetooth
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of display that can be interfaced with
microcontroller. Wireless printer is used for
printing application. Audio device is speaker
which is controlled by microcontroller through
Speech-To-Text(STS)convertor. GSM technology
is specially used for SMS .In order to implement
this project, we need to create an Android
application that is capable of performing the
following:Functions:
Convert
voice data to text

 Send this text over to Raspberry Pi
via Wi-Fi/GSM for displaying on
notice board 

 Play the message from the audio
device 

 Send
the
message
as
SMS/Text/Image .

transfers the message. The Raspberry pi searches
the command given. If it finds, then
corresponding work will be done.
C. Wireless Electronic Notice Board [1]
This paper introduces a system which will enable
people to wirelessly transmit notices on a notice
board using Zigbee. Here the authorized people
can access the notice board using graphical user
interface(GUI).This system consists of two
modules.The transmitting module consists of
interfacing computer via serial interface to the
Zigbee module. The receiver module consists of
Zigbee module interfaced with a microcontroller
for displaying messages on LCD. Password based
authentication is employed on the transmitter side
in order to provide access control to only
authorized users.

Any type of LCD monitor display can be used as
display device. This will be connected to
controller via VGA to USB cable.

CURRENT THEORY

Currently we rely on putting up notices on the
notice boards using papers. This is time
consuming since we need time for preparing
notices. Also there is wastage of paper. If we need
to renew the notice then we have to take a new
hardcopy .A separate person is required to take
care of this notices display and this becomes a
tedious task.
The interfacing of a GSM modem with a normal
PC is quite easy with help of the commands sent
to it from the HyperTerminal window. But we
must take into fact that the modem requires a
wired connection at one end and wireless at the
other.In view of the above it will be apparent that,
there exists a need of electronic notice board that
enables efficient way to the user for displaying
notice. By considering increasing compactness of
electronic systems, there is a need of embedding
two or more systems together. This project is an
implementation of the idea of wireless
communication between a mobile phone and a
raspberry pi which is a mini computer.
In this project work, we are supposed to design an
embedded system which consists of display unit,
printer and audio device using wireless
technology. The display unit consists of any type

Proposed Work
Hardware Requirements
A. RASPBERRY PI 3
It is a series of credit card-sized single- board computers
developed in the United Kingdom by the Raspberry Pi
Foundation. Raspberry Pi is based on the Broadcom
BCM2837 system on a chip (SoC), which includes an ARM
Cortex A-53, 1.2 GHz processor, Video Core IV GPU with
1GB RAM, Micro-SD card etc. It supports the
programming languages such as C, C++, python etc. This
has in-built Wi-Fi and Bluetooth.
B. MicroSD CARD
Micro SD Card is flash memory card used for storing
information. A minimum of 8 GB memory card is used. It is
a non-volatile card developed by SD card association.
1) STEPS FOR PREPARING A Micro SD CARD
 Choose a Micro SD Card of category class 10. 
 Download the Raspberry Pi operating system. 
 Unzip the file that is just downloaded. 
 Download the Win32DiskImager software. 
 Writing Raspbian OS to the SD card. 
 Insert memory card to the Raspberry pi. 
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2) BOOTING RASPBERRY PI FOR THE FIRST TIME
 Insert the memory card into the Raspberry pi. 
 Perform initial configuration which includes wide
range of hardware connectivity options.
 Create a user account to login and develop the
programs. 

C. HDMI PORT
High Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) is an
interface used for transferring uncompressed video data and
compressed or uncompressed digital audio data from an
HDMI devices such as video projector digital television etc.

receiver section via Wi-Fi. Thus the text message
will be sent to the desired notice board which is
predefined. The HD display is connected to the
Raspberry pi3 via the High Definition Multimedia
Interface (HDMI) port in it. The Raspberry pi3
continuously checks the particular notices and on
receiving one, it displays the message and save it
as a HTML text file in the Micro SD card
provided in the Raspberry pi3. Thus it identifies
the new notifications and is displayed on the HD
display. The text message can be displayed within
30 seconds. Updating of the new information will
be as soon as the arrival of a new message. Thus
the notifications are effectively displayed without
any delay.Older notices are saved in the database .

D. HD DISPLAY
High Definition display is connected to the Raspberry pi the
HDMI port to display the notifications.
E. DHT22

Temperature and Humidity Sensor for the time
when no notices was displayed.

Fig. 1: smart notice board display.

Overview of Proposed System

The proposed system consists of android phone
section and a receiver section. Android phone
section consists of an android mobile phone in
which the announcer speaks through his android
mobile which contains speech to text application.
To transfer the information, admin need to speak
out the message ,send an image or type a text
message through an android phone, which is
provided with internet facility. A speech to text
mobile application is used to convert the spoken
voice message into the text message. The
converted message is then transferred to the

Fig.2 Block diagram of the proposed system
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Create a New Android Project. 
Define the Project and SDK Settings. 
Create an Activity. 
Develop the XML and JAVA files for the Speech to
Text Application. 

FUTURE SCOPE

Hand gestures can be used to control the display.
This is achieved by using an image processing. A
person doing presentation can do it independently
without the help of another person.
At the receiver the text message can be again
converted into voice message and message can be
delivered through speaker if it is an important
message. By commercializing the gmail, the
notifications will be able to be displayed for a
long time and will be able to refresh the
messages. It will be helpful in displaying the
timetables and any messages that are to be
displayed as rows and columns as notifications.
Cron is used to schedule a job that is executed
periodically for example to send out a notice
every morning.
Multilingual display can be another added
variation in the project, like user can speak in any
of the regional languages and that is converted to
text [11]
The Bluetooth printing has been implemented
successfully with android phone and outputs have
been verified. Future work focuses on
implementation of Wi-Fi.

Fig.3 Proposed authentication form
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A microcontroller is the heart of an embedded system and plays a foundation steps towards the study of it.
Understanding the microcontroller has become necessary not just for engineering but also many other
disciplines, such as computer science, electronics and physics. Training session is one approach that helps the
students to understand the subject when they are exposed to the hardware and software.
This paper discusses the design, development and use of 8051 based embedded trainer kit for teaching and
project development purpose. 8051 [8-bit] microcontroller has been chosen for being widely used for
introductory course in Indian universities and colleges because it is affordable simpler and easier to describe
than other Microcontrollers. The microcontroller trainer kit has completely been designed and developed inhouse which includes 8051 microcontroller, led’s, switches, buzzer, LCD, relay and expansion ports so that it
can be used not only for teaching in class but also for student’s design projects. A series of example-driven
programs both in assembly and embedded C language & hands-on tutorials has been developed to guide
students to a comprehensive embedded system design flow in a bottom-up fashion. Various workshops and
training sessions with this kit were organized for b.tech students in few colleges. The results show that using
this platform not only generates excitement and motivation in students, but also enhances their learning and
teaches them skills of modern embedded systems design. The motivation behind this paper is to devise a model
for learning Microcontroller by developing an 8051 Microcontroller based trainer kit, complete user manual
containing the schematic for the board, Programming manual containing experiments in assembly and
embedded C language and videos demonstrating simple applications.
Keywords: Microcontroller, Embedded system, trainer kit, Programming
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Abstract— Data theft is a prime concern of the

sufferer's confidential information via password
signing and cracking tools, or by using of a root
kit or key logger. Traditional security
technologies such as access controls had little
effect in preventing masquerader attacks.
Passwords can be easily sniffed or cracked by the
numerous password crackers readily available
through the web such as L0phtcrack. Biometric
solutions, whether using fingerprint, iris, or face
recognition, can all be easily defeated [2].

cybercrime community in the recent years, hence, it
gets much more attention to the researchers.
Masquerader attacks are a usual information
security issue that is result of theft of identity. Such
attacks are done by a masquerader who wrongly
pretends as actual user. Prevention-focused method
such as access control and data loss Prevention
tools has failed in protecting these attacks.
Therefore detection of data theft is not a mere
requirement, but rather a necessity. Previous
researches are done aiming on modelling of user
command to recognise the uncommon behaviour of
impersonation. None of these methods could be
packaged into an easily-installable, privacypreserving, and potent masquerader attack
detector. In this paper, a hybrid method is
proposed by using the support vector machine and
Naïve Bayes classifier techniques to find the
masquerader. It works on the basis of probability
and frequency of each command respectively. This
hybrid method will detect alphanumeric command,
while previous researches detect either numerical
command or character command.
Keywords— Masquerade Detection, User profiling,
Information Security, SVM, NB

1. INTRODUCTION
The crime watch review states that 35% of the 523
security executives and law enforcement officials
experienced illegal access and use of their
information, systems, and networks [1]. This type
of illegal access of information, called as a
masquerader attack. It is second in the list of top
five cyber crimes committed by outsiders after
virus, worms and other malefic code attacks.
Generally a masquerader gets access to an
authorized user's account either by snaffling a

2. RELATED WORK
Intensive researches have been shown that lot of
methods have been proposed to detect the
masquerader based on various parameters.
Data Loss Prevention (DLP) tools [3], which were
designed to prevent data theft as their name
suggests, are not effective in preventing
information leakage.
The first method was proposed by Du Mouchel [4]
named as the Bayes one-step Markov approach.
Incremental Probabilistic Action Modeling
(IPAM), another approach was formulated by
Davidson and Hirsch [5] using on one-step
command
transition
probabilities
roughly
calculated from the trained data, and implemented
on the same dataset.
Ju et al. [6] proposed a hybrid high order Markov
chain model. They proposed signature behaviour
of a certain user is identified based on command
sequence executed by user. But Markov model is
not suitable when the test data consists too many
unobserved commands in the trained data set.
Lane et.al. [7] proposed an approach based on
sequence match. A similarity measurement is
calculated for each new coming command
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between the latest generated commands and a
prior generated command of user's profile. It is
slow for large number of commands.
Maxion et.al. [8] proposed Naive Bayes classifier
for text classification task. It cannot classify
numeric data. Yung [9] proposed a self-consistent
naive Bayes classifier and deployed on the same
dataset by exploiting the property of the naive
Bayes classifier and the EM-algorithm. It is not
suitable to use self-consistent naïve Bayes
classifier to classify newly generated commands
block either masquerader or not.
Wang et.al. [10] proposed a hybrid model by
using binary characteristics of naive Bayes
classifier and frequency based characteristics of
Support Vector Machine (SVM). It produced
better detection rate but high false positive.
Seo and Cha [11] explained sequence base SVM
kernels. They show increase in accuracy but
higher false positives. Ye et al. [12] experimented
by taking a small content of data for masquerade
detection. This small content of data contained
audit phenomenon, system calls, user generated
commands, number of consecutive password
failures, command execution time of CPU,
connection duration of network, phenomenon
combination, along with the frequency of
incidences, and the sequence or phenomenon
transition
Szymanski et.al. [13] proposed a model based on
recursively mining for the commands sequence.
The recurrent sequences of commands are
identified,
encoded
along
with
novel
representations and rewrite the pattern using these
new symbols. The process lasted till no new
recurrent sequences in the modified input could be
identified
To enhance the performance of masquerade
detection technique an algorithm is required that
detects abnormal commands with high detection
rate and low fault rate. In this research an
algorithm is designed by considering the low false
rate of Navies-Bayes (NB) algorithm and high
detection rate of Support Vector Machine (SVM)
algorithm [14].
Dataset
In this paper experiment is performed on Schonlau
dataset of 20 users of 50 blocks, and each block
contains 50 commands.
The Schonlau dataset is provided with map file to
check the block, as 0 indicates masquerader block

and 1 indicates actual user block. The dataset
provides the characteristics of user by repeating
frequently used alphanumeric commands [15].
NAIVE BAYES CLASSIFIER
One-Class Naive Bayes (OCNB) in the domain of
masquerader detection is based on Bayes
Theorem. Naive Bayes (NB) classifiers are a
supervised learning technique. They are very
simple to implement and understand and more
often than not give efficient results [9]. Bayes
theorem gives a rule for conditional probability.
Conditional probability may be defined as
probability of phenomenon A occurring if
phenomenon B occurs. In masquerader detection
we use Naive Bayes classification to find the
probability of a command block belonging to a
user. For sample, to estimate that an instance of w
= {w1, w2, w3, . . . , wn } belongs to class z as,
p(z | w) 

p(z)
p(w)

p(w | z) 

p(z)
p(w)

m



p(wi | z)

i 1

For Naive Bayes Classifier generally two types of
model is used, first is the multi-variate Bernoulli
model, and the second is called the multinomial
model[16]. To represent a document, multivariate
Bernoulli model uses a binary components vector
to show a command takes place or not in the
particular document. Multinomial model uses
number of experienced command to characterize
a document that is named as “bag-of-words”
approach extracting the information about the
number of frequency of word in documents.
According to Mc Callurn’s experiment [17],
multi-variants Bernoulli model produces better
result for small size vocabulary, while the
multinomial model produces better result at larger
size vocabulary.
Multi-variate Bernoulli model
Multi-variate Bernoulli Model uses a binary
vector to represent command block e where
e=(b1(e),b2(e),….bm(e)) with bi(e) set to 1 when
the command ki takes place at least once in a
particular block. Here total number of
characteristics is represented by m, i.e., the
number of distinct commands. Calculate the
probability of command ki , for user U in the
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trained data. Now we can calculate p(e | U) of the
test block e as:
m

p (e | U ) 



( b i ( e ) p ( k i | U )  (1  b i ( e ))( 1  p ( k i | U )))

i 1

Where p(ki | U) is roughly calculated with a
Laplacean prior:
1  N ( k i ,U )

p (k i | U ) 

2  N (U )

N (U) is the number of trained data of user U, and
N(ki , U) represents the number of documents
comprising number of command ki generated by
user U.
Multinomial model
In multinomial model, a characteristic vector e is
used to represent each command block where e =
(n1(e), n2(e) ,….nm(e)) where ni(e) represents the
total frequency of command ki present in block e
likewise , probability of the frequency count
p(ki | U) is calculated for command ki of user U
in the trained data. Now p(e | U) is calculated for
test block e:

segregation by maximizing the margin as big as
feasible.
Scholkopf et al. [18] presented a new method
called one-class SVM by modifying the SVM
algorithm, in which samples are used from oneclass for training in lieu of multiple classes.
According to one-class SVM algorithm, input
data is mapped to a extreme dimensional
characteristic space through a kernel function and
acts origin as the only sample from other different
classes. Then maximal margin hyper plane is
computed iteratively that best segregates the
trained data from the origin.
Considering that our trained data set a1 a2 a3
belongs to A. F is the characteristic associating A
F to a extreme dimensional space. Kernel
function can be defined as:
k ( a , b )  ( F ( a )  F ( b ))

Using kernel functions, if characteristic vectors
are not calculated explicitly, then computational
efficiency will be improved since the kernel
values can be directly calculated and operated.
There are different types of kernel as linear and
polynomial kernels:
Linear Kernel:

k (a, b)  (a  b)

m

p (e | U ) 



ni (e)

( p ( k i / U ))

n-th order polynomial kernel:

i 1

k ( a , b )  ( a  b  1)

Where p(ki | U) is calculated from:
p (ki | U ) 


m

Now, one-class SVM problem is

N (U )
j 1

 i 1 

ni (e

j

)  

N (U )
j 1

n

ni (e

j

)  * m

Here β is used to limits the sensitivity of the past
undetectable commands.
SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
It has been proved experimentally that Support
Vector Machines (SVM) is exceptionally potent
to classify the Text data [14]. SVM classify the
test data using maximal-margin technique, as
compared to Naïve Bayes which is probabilistic.
The basic idea of two class statement creation is
to calculate the hyper plane that segregates the
trained vectors from dissimilar classes by
associating of characteristic vectors to a extreme
dimensional space, as well as increases this

1

min


Subjected to

2



i, j

0  

 i j k ( a i , a j )



i

1
vl

,   i 1
i

Where αi is a Lagrange multiplier,
ai is weight on sample
n is a parameter that limits the trade-off between
increasing the number of data points and the
distance of the hyper plane from the origin.
After solving for a i , data is classified by solving
decision function. The decision function is:

f ( a )  sgn(

i

i

k (ai , a )   )
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One-Class SVM
A variant of SVM in which we say whether the
data belongs to a particular class or not unlike
binary Classifiers like normal SVM and Naïve
Bayes which divide the samples into classes based
on which class the sample matches closer. So,
using one-class SVM, there is no need to train the
SVM about the other class. This type of SVM is
particularly useful in proposed case because we
can say for sure that a particular behaviour belongs
a particular user for all possible different
behaviours. So, in proposed paper we use one-class
SVM.
Performance Criteria
In anomaly-based IDS, first we train a model and
set the threshold. Setting this threshold is an
essential process, as this threshold is eventually
used to find the testing data is malicious or nonmalicious.
A false positive (FP) happens when, an IDS
classifies actual user data to be attack data. A true
negative (TN) is defined as when the IDS predicts
non-attack data to non-attack data. Similarly a true
positive (TP) occurs when the IDS correctly
classifies an masquerader data to be attack data.
And lastly, a false negative (FN) is defined when
the IDS classifies attack data to non attack data.
To determine effectiveness of a masquerader
detection technique we calculate detection rate
and false positive rate for the technique. The ideal
masquerader detector should be able to detect all
the true positives and should not have any false
positives. To compare two masquerader detectors,
their effectiveness is measured by comparing their
detection rate and false positive rate.
To empirically analyse and compare the
performances of an intrusion detection technique,
their accuracy rates (ACR) are considered.
Accuracy rate defines the overall accuracy of the
IDS. It can be defined as below,
ACR = (TP + TN)/ (P + N)
Detection rate is also known as true positive rate
(TPR). Detection rate of IDS defines its
correctness.
TPR = TPP=TP / (TP + FN)
Hence we calculate detection rate, accuracy rate
for different masquerader detection techniques on
the same dataset while comparing and analysing
performances of the techniques considered in this
paper.

3. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, the complete detail of the new
proposed method is described.
Algorithmic Details
Proposed method of masquerader detection is
focused on probability count characteristic of
Naïve-Bayes and word count characteristic of
SVM. So keeping this in mind multivariate model
of Naïve- Bayes and One-Class model of SVM is
used. All parameter is choosen based on Schonlau
Dataset. Probability p from NBMV is used as
deciding factor in masquerader detection. Let a
block of k command such that k= {c1
c2................... cm where ci command} issued by a
user ui. It is assumed that each user has its own
characteristics,
which
will
differ
from
masquerader or other user. This characteristic
means some set of command appearing repeatedly
in command block, which will define the user
behavior. The NB and SVM classifier are trained
by command set ki issued by a user ui and later
after tested by test blocks.
There are different types of command block. We
can classify the block as follows:
1. Block having all different command other than
what is appearing in training dataset.
2. Block having 25% commands appearing first
time and 75% commands belonging to user.
In this 75% commands belonging to user it can
be further classified as:
i. All commands are unique non repeating
ii. Commands are repeating more than k
times (k refers to sensitivity, which does
administrator set)
3. Block having more than 25% commands
unique appearing.
Therefore, according to the proposed definition of
masquerader first type and third type should be
classified as masquerader. Second type should be
classified as non masquerader because it is
possible that user may issue some new command
which he/she has never issued before (that is
never seen before command) but that can be only
less than or equal to 25% of total command and
others having different commands belonging to
user.
NB Multivariate model always calculate the
probability of commands according to the
occurrence of each command in training set and
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according to its probability.

Proposed method has better detection rate as
compared to NBMV and One class-SVM, while
low fault rate as shown in Table 1. Graph is also
showing proposed method is better than NBMV
and One class SVM in respected of detection rate
and false positive rate in figure 2 and figure 3.

Figure 1: Flow chart of Proposed Method

NB assigns the overall probability of block feed
during the testing in following manner as:
1. If p ≥ 0.60, marked as normal user.
2. If probability p is (0.38 ≤ p ≤ 0.59), marked
ambiguous.
3. If p < 0.38 are masquerader
It never focuses on the number of occurrences of
commands in testing block. Those commands
blocks which are ambiguous and remain
undetected due to frequency of occurrences in the
test block . That is feed to one class support vector
machine that successfully classify the forwarded
block in following manner on basis of block size
of command as:
1. If k ≥ 100, marked as actual user, otherwise
block the access it will be masquerader.
A flowchart of the working structure of proposed
algorithm is shown in figure 1.compared with
associating file provided in Schonlau dataset for
accuracy.
Table 1: Result of Detection Method.
Method

Detection
Rate

False Positive
Rate

NBMV

66.78

7.8

One Class SVM

80.1

21.08

Proposed Method

85.04

5.08

Figure 2. Detection Rate

Figure 3. False Positive Rate

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Masquerader detection problem is varying
according to various factors. In the proposed
method of combining Naïve Bayes and Support
vector machine feature masqueraders are detected
successfully. Its activity has provided high
detection rate and low false positive rate.
Future work of this method could be applied to
large data set. Here, we have taken moderate data.
By combining Navies Bayes multivariate and
Navies Bayes Multinomial with one class SVM
could also lead to high detection rate.
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This manuscript proposes a creative utilization of Genetic Algorithms (GA) using Fuzzy Logic for solving the
problems of data aggregation in heterogeneous Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). The paper is an attempt to
demonstrate that the traffic scenarios of WSN could be worked upon accordingly, through parametric fine
tuning and algorithm change, particularly when the aggregation node is used to relay the data further to the base
station. One of the applications of GA is to construct an optimal data aggregation tree from the sensor nodes to
the monitoring station. The proposed algorithm is suitable for applications, where the aggregation node is used
to relay data further to the base station in heterogeneous setups. Series of simulation outputs demonstrate a
significant improvement in accuracy and efficacy through the proposed algorithm with regard to residual
energy, dead nodes, payload, and network lifetime as compared to Classical GA algorithm.
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In the current networking scenario, WLANs form an integral component of data network architecture. These are
deployed in residential, commercial and public sites. The application mix is now gravitating towards
multimedia data transfer. The limited quality of service (QoS) is a restraint in such deployments. Therefore, it is
imperative to alleviate the situation and evolve QoS support mechanisms. Such mechanisms include priority
assignment and fair scheduling. These are mapped on to the existing IEEE 802.11 protocols. The end aim is to
design MAC protocols by choosing a right set of parameters. We consider some cases of such MAC designs
and remark on their effectiveness.
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In wireless ad hoc networks, energy conservation is of paramount importance because nodes are equipped with
batteries of limited lifetime. The minimum energy multicast tree (MEM) problem aims to construct a multicast
tree that has the lowest energy consumption. Recently, there has been a phenomenal growth of group
communications and real time applications over wireless a network that has focussed the research on QoSaware multicast routing. However, efficient resource utilization can be achieved when the QoS provisioning
technique also conserves energy. In this paper, we extend the classical MEM problem to incorporate end-to-end
delay as the QoS parameter between the source and any destination along the tree. We measure the end-to-end
delay to a given node in terms of the number of hops the data travels from the source to that node. Clearly, these
two objectives are conflicting as the multicast tree with least total transmitted power may have a long delay to
the farthest destination. We propose a modified ant colony based algorithm to determine the set of Paretooptimal solutions that captures the interactions between different objectives. Extensive simulations have been
conducted to validate the correctness and efficiency of the protocol. The experimental results demonstrate the
ability of the protocol to generate the Pareto optimal solution in a short computational time.
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ABSTRACT
This paper addresses the issues of energy hole and coverage hole in wireless sensor network. The coverage
hole refers to areas in a sensor field inaccessible by any of the deployed sensor nodes. A node deployment
strategy is proposed so that it is ensured that all points in the network field are covered by at least one
sensor and it also targets to provide alpha coverage for the network. The energy hole is created due to
load imbalance among sensor nodes as sensors that are closer to the sink dissipate their energy faster due
to the additional burden of transmitting data from other sensors collected via multi-hop. Thus, sensor
nodes near the sink die faster creating an energy-hole and eventually reducing network lifetime. This
paper proposes a sink mobility pattern that ensures load balancing by covering the entire field spending
equal time in equal areas of the field and avoids the problem of energy hole by reducing energy
consumption and extending network lifetime.

A. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) is an attractive
emerging technology because of its usefulness in
various areas like military, forests and environment,
science, healthcare and industries [1]. A wireless
sensor network is composed of several low cost and
battery powered devices, called sensor nodes. Every
sensor node monitors the situation to obtain
real
time data from the surroundings like temperature,
light or motion. All the gathered data is sent to the
central processing element of the network, known as
sink, through single-hop communication (direct data
transmission to the sink) or multi-hop communication
(transmission of data via other intermediate relay
nodes to the sink).
Data from multiple sensors reaches the sink through
multi-hop communication. Sensor nodes closer to the
sink tend to dissipate more energy because of the
added burden of transmitting data from additional
nodes. Hence the overall traffic carried by nodes
nearer the sink is heavier than other nodes. This leads
to theproblem of energy hole in the sensor network
which in turn reduces the network lifetime. Wireless
sensor network can utilise either a static sink or a
mobile sink [2], or any combination of both. Static
sink has a defined fixed location in the sensor
network.
Whereas, mobile sink can move across the wireless
sensor network along various trajectories. The path
for the movement of the sink can be random, pseudorandom and fixed. Mobile sink moves across the field

and collects data from sensor nodes. This reduces the
overhead of data transfer from multiple
nodes.Therefore, sink mobility also reduces
dissipation of energy in the network and prevents
energy hole problem.In WSN, the sensor nodes should
be deployed to ensure that the entire network field is
covered and that the data collected is complete.
Hence, coverage in wireless sensor networks can be
defined as a metric of how efficiently and fully the
sensor nodes can observe the network field. If the
deployment of the nodes does not guarantee the total
coverage of the field, it causes the problem of the
coverage hole. Considering the network field, when
each point in the field is sensed by alpha number of
sensor nodes or more, the WSN field is known to have
alpha-coverage. So, it is required to determine
minimum number of sensor nodes required to provide
full coverage of the field, that is, every point in area
would be sensed by at least one sensor node.
The aim of this paper is to cover maximum area with
minimum number of nodes using beehive structure
where each sensor node is placed at the center of the
hexagonal cell structure, which gives maximum
packing efficiency according to honeycomb
conjecture. The rest of the paper is organised in
multiple sections. Section II discusses the related and
past work in this aspect. Section III introduces a node
deployment approach on how to deploy nodes in
beehive distribution to ensure maximum coverage of
the area with minimum number of sensor nodes.
Section IV discusses the distribution of the remaining
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nodes and the trajectory for sink mobility to prevent
energy hole and to balance load across the network so
as to increase network lifetime. Lastly section V
concludes the paper.

B. RELATED WORK
There is a lot of research done on
the node
deployment strategies in WSN literature to solve the
problem of energy holes and although there exists
considerable amount of node deployment schemes,
they do not solve the problem of coverage hole in
sensor field [3].
Because of the utmost focus on the random sensor
node distribution or the controlled node deployment
strategy, the entire network field is not completely
covered by the sensors. Node density is large enough
in network with repetition [3]. Therefore, the collected
data from the sensors cannot represent the entire range
of the WSN.[4] is the study of artificial fish swarm
and particle swarm hybrid-based optimization
algorithm, used to realize the maximized coverage in
monitoring region. But, these algorithms do not
ensure 100% coverage of the field. It has also been
observed that the nodes near the base station tend to
die faster due to the higher energy dissipation than
other nodes leading to energy hole problem and
reducing network lifetime.
The problem of energy hole was first studied by
Olariu and Stojmenovic [5], who proposed a corona
selection model. The network region is partitioned in
concentric coronas. So, the outer coronas are larger in
corona radius than the inner coronas. However, this
scheme cannot obtain any energy efficient
consumption as most of the nodes in the field don’t
get an optimal path of transmission to the sink. The
energy hole problem can be solved by using mobile
sink. Several sink mobility approaches have been
studied [6] [7] to improve the network lifetime to
prevent the hotspot problem.
Sink mobility can be achieved by several schemes and
distinguished on the basis of the selected mobility
paths. One of the earliest works in sink mobility [8]
suggests the use of multiple mobile base stations (or
sinks) for conservation of energy of each sensor node.
Further research expanded to the idea of mobile sinks
and multiple sinks, together and separately. There are
different types of mobility models, such as random or
uncontrolled mobility models, controlled mobility
models, predictable mobility models etc. Basagni et
al. [9] provide a comparison between uncontrolled
mobility using the data mules (or collectors) approach
where the sink moves on a random path, and
controlled sink mobility, where the sink makes an
informed decision for its path based on the remaining
energy of sensor nodes.
In controlled mobility [10] [11] [12], the speed,
direction or other parameters of sink mobility are
determined based on the state of the environment. One
way of implementing controlled sink mobility is based

on the remaining energy levels of sensor nodes. The
sink moves in those regions where the energy of the
sensor nodes is sufficient or higher than a threshold.
This prevents the hot-spot problem where the same
sensor nodes would be near the sink, causing them to
die sooner than other nodes. In this type of controlled
mobility, the lifetime of the network is improved, as
energy consumption is balanced across all sensor
nodes.
Random sink mobility [13], or uncontrolled sink
mobility refers to the mobility schemes where the
movement of the mobile sink is non-deterministic, or
governed by a random function. Sink mobility
schemes also include geometric trajectories of mobile
sinks [14]. The path or trajectory of single or multiple
mobile sinks is determined by a geometric heuristic,
such as the grid, Gaussian or spiral trajectories [15].
Our paper similarly introduces another geometric
heuristic with the aim of load balancing among sensor
nodes.
Among recent work, Y. Gu et al. [16] proposed a
delay bounded sink mobility model wherein the issue
of information delay caused by moving the sink is
addressed. S. Rahim, et al. [17] propose a circular
joint sink mobility scheme in which the cluster heads
send data to the nearest mobile sink. Cluster heads are
sensor nodes selected from among a group or cluster
of nodes to aggregate data from the cluster and send
to the sink. N. Ilyas et al. [18] propose a geometric
sink mobility scheme to improve the network lifetime
of underground wireless sensor networks. The
geometrical heuristic for the path of the mobile sink is
taken as elliptical, with constant speed of the mobile
sink.

III. NETWORK PRELIMINARIES
The wireless sensor network consists of a given
number of homogeneous sensor nodes which are to be
deployed in the given square field of the size.
Transmission range and the sensing range of the
sensor nodes can be defined as RT and RS respectively.
Each sensor is assumed to be stationary with limited
battery energy. The sensors are able to communicate
with each other via multi-hop communication. Mobile
Sink moves on a defined path across the field and
aggregates data from nodes and acquires its location
through GPS or other location approaches.

IV. PROPOSED WORK
A node deployment strategy based on beehive
network structure is discussed in the section A below.
Section B illustrates the proposed sink mobility
pattern to avoid the energy hole in the network.

A. Beehive Network Structure:
According to Honeycomb Conjecture, a regular
hexagonal grid is the best way to divide a square
surface into regions of equal area with the least total
perimeter. It also states that in densest circle packing
of the plane where each circle is tangential to 6 other
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traverses each zone in the network for a fixed ideal
period of time and repeats the cycle after a fixed time.

circles, which fill just over 90% area of the plane.

Figure 1: Beehive structured sensor nodes deployment

Hence, we conclude that the least total perimeter
implies that the number of hexagons in the area field
will be minimum therefore, the number of sensor
nodes to be deployed is minimum if placed at the
center of each hexagon. Thus, beehive node
deployment strategy, as shown in Figure 1, is used to
address the coverage hole challenge and provide an
alpha-coverage metric in the network and minimize
network energy consumption.

Figure 2: Height calculation in regular hexagon

In Figure 2, a regular hexagon ABCDEF with O as
center and RS as side is shown, h is the height of the
equilateral triangle OAO′ :
sin 60 =

𝑂𝑂 ′
𝑂𝐴

𝑂𝐴 = 𝐴𝐵 = 𝑅𝑠
=

√3
2

× 𝑅𝑠

(1)
(2)
(3)

Coordinates can be computed for sensor node
deployment in order to achieve required structure
using proposed BND (Beehive Node Deployment)
algorithm shown in Figure 3.

B. Sink Mobility Pattern:
A wide range of possible parameters are considered to
determine the optimal trajectory path for the mobility
of the sink. And load balancing in the sensor network
is selected among all. According to which the sink

Figure 3: BND Algorithm

For the proposed mobility scheme, the square field is
divided into four square zones which are symmetrical
and have equal area. The horizontal and vertical
dividing lines are referred to as the axis along which
the hyperbola is built. So, four hyperbolic paths are
obtained in the four square zones. In each zone, the
sink moves along a hyperbolic path and then switches
to another zone in the hyperbolic path. In this way, the
sink travels across the entire field. As soon as a cycle
of the sink movement is completed, the axis along
which hyperbola is constructed is rotated counter
clockwise by 45 degrees. The hyperbolic path is
obtained according to the new axis. This iteration
continues after each cycle.
This hyperbolic movement provides a good coverage
in the square zone in the center as well as in the outer
areas of the network field. Repeated movement of the
sink near the center of the network also allows for a
large data collection from the concentrated nodes in
the center of the field.

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND
RESULTS
The beehive deployment structure gives the maximum
area coverage among several other possible shapes.
Hexagon is the preferred polygon when representing
cellular networks. A simulation of the node
deployment structure can be used to determine the
percentage of area coverage provided by our model.
For implementation purpose we have assumed that
𝑅𝑠 is 5 units, deployed in a network field of 50 X 50
units squared. The number of sensor nodes is also
computed to fill the complete network area so as to
provide single full coverage. To determine the
percentage of area coverage, the below mentioned
formula can be used:
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =

𝑁𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 × 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟
× 100%
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑
(4)

Figures from 4 to 8 represent the Matlab
implementation of node deployment in triangular,
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square, hexagonal, octagonal and circular grid
deployment, in order.
Table 1 is evident that hexagonal node deployment
provides the most cost efficient way to pack sensor
nodes such that the issue of coverage hole is
completely resolved. The minimum number of sensor
nodes is ensured by circular deployment while the
maximum area coverage is given by triangular grid
with overlapping. In this regard, any polygon with
number of sides greater than that of the hexagon (n >
6) will cause reduced area coverage, even though the
sensor nodes required will be less, while any polygon
with sides less than that of the hexagon (n < 6) will
require more number of sensor nodes, even though
they provide maximum to full area coverage. Hence, a
hexagon (n = 6) will be the most suitable choice for
node deployment, considering area coverage hole and
efficient number of sensor nodes.

Matlab. An efficient sink mobility trajectory scheme
is proposed that avoids the energy hole problem by
reducing energy consumption and extending network
lifetime by load balancing.
The simulation using Matlab will be used to check the
proposed solution for a larger network field in detail
and to mathematically calculate the energy levels of
the sensor nodes and the network lifetime as the future
work.

Figure 6:Hexagon grid deployment

Figure 4: Triangle grid deployment

Figure 7: Octagon grid deployment

Figure 5: Square grid deployment

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a beehive structured node
deployment model, that aims to avoid the coverage
hole problem and provide alpha-coverage in the
network. The minimum number of sensor nodes
required to ensure full coverage in the sensor field is
calculated mathematically and implemented in

Figure 8: Circular grid deployment
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Table 1: Comparative analysis of various structures for
node deployment
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Abstract---In a data network, a user demands a
service and network offers the service. Every user
requires varying degrees of service quality. To
fulfil the user demand, network must have service
quality support mechanism. Internet offers best
effort service, but many users demand some kind of
guarantee on theservice. Therefore, there is a need
of analysis of QoS in the network. This motivates
our work to investigate and analyse QoS from
different perspectives. QoS can also be interpreted
as measure of service quality that the network
offers to the user or application. This analysis can
be performed in qualitativeor quantitative fashion.
QoS can be analysed from different perspectives. In
this paper, we present a qualitative aspect of QoS
analysis and we do not assume anything about QoS
demand of the user. So, we investigate the
situations which demand QoS provisions within the
network. We also determine the boundary
condition on the packet injection rate which is
called QoS Invoke Rate (QIR). Below this QIR, it
is safe to operate the network without worrying
about QoS provisioning in the network. Above the
QIR it is desirable to invoke QoS provisions,
because limited resources start playing their role.
Our main contribution in this paper includes packet
injection rate condition for which a network will be
stable and reliable while satisfying the user’s QoS
demand.We devise the boundary condition on
packet injection rate (QIR) forQoS support in the
network.
Index Terms---QoS, Stability,Reliability, QoS
Invoke Rate
I. Introduction
A packet routing network facilitates end to end
delivery of information by breaking it into small
pieces called packets. These packets are delivered
from source to destination by moving them over the
network using store and forward methodology. A
user takes benefit of the communication services,
information resources and entertainment over
internet through various applications. These
applications may demand single or combination of
various contents like text, voice, video and images.
Applications requiring combination of multiple
contents are termed multimedia applications. The
multimedia applications like HDTV, video
conferencing and merchandise have a stringent
QoS requirement. QoS is built from essential

parameters of Band width, Delay, Jitter (delay
variation) and Packet loss that an application
desires for its content packets.
Besides, for a packet routing network stability and
reliability are functional requirements. A network
system is stable when number of packets always
remains bounded in the network as system runs for
arbitrary long period of timeand it is reliable if
every packet is delivered across the network in
bounded time. Stability and reliability contribute
towards QoS in a overlapping manner. Stability
covers bandwidth and delay and reliability deals
with delay and packet loss parameters. We can well
appreciate that overload conditions cause instability
in networks. Because, The overload condition is
characterized by higher input rate in a network. A
network can also become unstable in under load
conditions due to a queuing policy. For last two
decades under load instabilities due to queuing
policies havebeen shown to exist [1, 2, 3].
Reliability in packet delivery can be lost due to
many reasons such as connection break, noise and
overload. Unreliability can too occur purely due to
starvation of packets in queues. Hence, stability
and reliability investigation of a network is
essential to determine
feasibilityof QoS
provisioning.
In a network QoS can be handled at different
granularity of routing, admission control, resource
reservation and scheduling. One mechanism to
assure QoS is packet classification and
prioritization for purpose of class based scheduling
in time. Packets desiring same QoS make a class.
These classes of packets are assigned some priority
ordering in a queue dedicated to a forwarding entity
called station. A station handling multiple classes
of packets is termed multiclass station. In a general
network, as packets wait in the queue, a scheduling
policy like Nearest To Go (NTG) or First in First
Out (FIFO) is chosen to pick and pass packets
through the station one by one. For QoS guarantee
a QoS scheduling policy like Fair Queuing,
Weighted Average Queuing or SP/FIFO policy is
used. The QoS Scheduling policy on a priority
queue allows control over bandwidth and delay to a
class of packets by giving quick service to highest
priority class at any time. Eventually, by packet
classification and prioritization a multiclass
network system is implemented for provisioning of
QoS.
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A .Movtivation
The previous work on multiclass queuing networks
by Kelly [5], Kumar and Seidman[6], Lu and
Kumar [7], RebkoandStolyar [8] and Bramson [9,
10] are based on stochastic inputtraffic and service
times and have used fluid model of networkas a
tool of study. Thus the analysis suffers from
limitationsof assumptions of traffic modeling and
becomes less generalas compared to AQM [1, 2, 3,
4] AQM makes as many fewassumptions about the
input traffic and service times in thenetwork as
possible which makes it more general and elegant.
Marsanet. al. [4] discussed AQM for multiclass
queuingnetworks with SP/FIFO policy but used
tools of stochastic andfluid models for their results.
Our set up differs in approachfor the analysis being
based purely on AQM and uses a simplemulticlass
station as network. SP/FIFO as QoS queuing
policysignificantly resembles the approaches being
considered forQoS provisioning in Differentiated
Services [11, 12, 13, 14]for internet. Differentiated
services or DiffServ is a computernetworking
architecture that specifies a simple mechanism
forclassifying and managing network traffic and
providing QoSon modern IP networks. DiffServ
can, for example, be usedto provide low-latency to
critical network traffic such as voiceor streaming
media while providing simple best-effort serviceto
non-critical services such as web traffic or file
transfers.
The SP/FIFO policy on a priority queue allows
control overdelay to a class of packets by giving
quick service to highestpriority class at any time.
This ensures improved band widthand latency to a
priority
class
in
accordance
with
its
QoSdemand.We note that little or no effort has
been made towards QoSanalysis of a multiclass
network under AQM. This motivatesus to analyze
stability and reliability at a multiclass stationusing
AQM. We investigate network stability and
reliabilityunder conditions where network is not
overloaded and packetloss is only due to starvation
of packets in queues. Under AQMa network system
is defined by a triple (G,A, Q). G is theunderlying
directed graph of the network, A is a
hypotheticaladversary injecting set of packets in
network G at some rate rand Q is a queuing policy
[1]. We use multiclass single stationas trivial
multiclass network and SP/FIFO scheduling
policyas it resembles realistic approach in
diffserve. The adversaryis characterized by its rate.
So, one might be interested inknowing if QoS
mechanisms
of
classification
and
prioritizationneeds to be invoked for all adversarial
injection rates or it canbe relaxed up to some
critical rate up to which
QoS guarantee is not affected.
B. Contribution
In this paper we have constructed two class single
station and a general multiclass single station as

most
elementarymulticlass
networks.
For
multiclass packet classification wehave taken case
of simplest multiclass i.e two class classificationof
packets, for obtaining results. Then we extended
theresults over general case of multiclass. Results
are presentedin form of theorems and corollaries.
We have shown that twoclass Single station
network is stable and reliable against alladversaries
of rate strictly below one. And an adversary ofrate
one can make two class single station networks
unreliable,while keeping the network stable. These
results have been generalizedfor multiple classes.
Then, we provide two resolving issue of
unreliability in a stable multiclass station.
Finally we give QoS Invoke Rate for an acyclic
network.The paper is organized as follows. In
section II we discusssystem model to explain AQM
and SP/FIFO and definitions.Section III presents
stability and reliability analysis of twoclass and
multiclass single station networks. In section IV
weprovide two protocols for avoidance of
unreliability of a stablemulticlass station. Section V
gives the QoS invoke rate. Finally, we have
concluded the paper with observations and future
research directions for further work.

2.Definitions and Preliminaries
In this section we give out important definitions
and conventions used for the study and
representation. We formally define Stability and
Reliability.
Definition 1.Stable System. A system is said to be
stable when total number of packets remains
bounded in the system as system runs for arbitrary
long period of time.
Definition 2.Reliable System. A system is said to
be reliable if every packet in the system
experiences bounded delay. The reliable nature of
network is called reliability.
Definition 3:Station.A network is a directed graph
G(V,E). V is set of vertices or nodes of the network
and E is set of directed edges connecting two nodes
in the network. Each edge at its tail has a queueserver pair called station
Definition 4.Single class station.A station which is
not capable of classification of packets is called
single class station.
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Figure 1. A Single class Station
Definition 5.Multiclass station.A station which is
capable of classification of packet is called
multiclass station.
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Figure 2. A Multiclass Station
3 .QOS INVOKE RATE
It has been discussed that to meet the stringent QoS
demand of various services over packet routing
network, the packetsentering the network from a
source are classified into different classes at the
entry node. This classification is done based onQoS
demand. The packets of a class are treated in
preferential manner by allocation of priority over
the classes. Each priorityclass is assigned a buffer
at a queue and a single server servers the queue.
This is the basic description of a multiclass
scheduling. Conclusively, a multiclass scheduling
policy supports QoS by Classification and
prioritization mechanism.
Our network system is (G, A, Q) that supports QoS
. Where adversary A injects set of packets during
any time step with injection rate r _ [0; 1) into the
network G. Various packet classes demand
different QoS. So, a multiclass queuing policy
support the demanded QoS by classification and
prioritization of packets. We use SP/FIFO
multiclass queuing policy.The QoS mechanisms of
classification and prioritization are resource
consuming in terms of processing, time and energy.
At this juncture an intuitive question arises that
does the system (G, A, Q) have to provide

QoSsupport at all rates of adversarial injections or
the QoS support mechanisms are to be invoked
only above a certain adversarial injection rate?
If the critical rate of adversarial injection up to
which QoS support mechanisms are not required to
be activated is foundthen one can save on the
committed resources. This critical rate is termed
QoS Invoke Rate (QIR).
A. Main Idea
Parameters like bandwidth, delay, jitter, and packet
loss constitute a QoS. Besides bandwidth, delay is
another desirableparameter of QoS that comes
before jitter and packet loss. As many packets
contest for one edge, packets have to wait and
delay becomes inadvertent. Thus delay is natural
indication of congestion build up or backlog.
Congestion in turn demands classification and
prioritization of packets for priority treatment.
Hence, for the purpose of determining QIR in a
stable and reliable network system we choose
singleparameter of delay. The delays experienced
by a packet in a network are of two types. One is
propagation delay thatis equal to time taken to
traverse the path. The second is waiting delay that
is the total time spent by a packet waiting in queues
for servicing. Propagation delay is unavoidable
unlike waiting delay. Waiting delay is function of
backlog and prioritytreatment in a queue. Delay of
a packet is the sum total of thepropagation and
waiting delays. QoS is provided to packets
byclassification and then offering different delays
as per functionof backlog and priority. Hence, total
delay of a packet too isa function of backlog and
priority.
To evaluate QIR there is a need to develop two
basic conceptsof Bottle neck topology and edge
stress. These two help in determining maximum
packet arrival at an edge in a timestep. Firstly we
introduce
bottleneck
topology
by
reviewingconcepts of tree, directed tree, rooted tree
and defining reverserooted tree. Secondly, we
conceptualize edge stress of an edgein a network.
Finally we determine QIR of an acyclic
packetrouting network by determining maximum
congestion at anyedge in the network and give out
observations based on QIR.
B. Bottleneck Topology
Network topology is arrangement of network
elements like vertices and edges. It essentially
gives how data flows in a network. Two or more
networks with different physical layouts can be
topologically identical. A topology that limits the
network performance by bottleneck formation is
calledbottleneck topology.
Lemma 1 . There is a unique path from a node to
the root in a reverse rooted tree.
Proof: A tree has a unique path from a node
toanother node. The underlying graph of a reverse
rooted tree is a tree. All edges are implicitly
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directed towards root node.Therefore, there exists a
unique path from a node to the root node.
Bottleneck Network: A bottleneck network is a
reverse tree where the root node is connected by
only one edge. The single edge incident to the root
is called bottleneck edge. Possible bottleneck
topologies are given in figure 3.

Figure 3: Three possible Bottleneck topologies
Lemma 2: Bottleneck edge is shared by exactly (n1) paths in a bottleneck network of n nodes.
Proof: In a n node bottleneck network there are
exactly (n-1) nodes reaching the root node. Any
bottleneck network is a reverse tree, so each node
reaches through a unique path to the root as per
lemma 11. Besides, there is only one edge called
bottleneck edge incident to the root, therefore
exactly (n - 1) paths share this edge.
C. Edge stress
In a network packets arrive is at the tail of an edge.
These packets are forwarded over the edge one by
one per time slot. The packets have predetermined
path. Path is sequence of edges from source to
destination. So, many packets following different
paths can arrive at the tail of an edge in a time slot
and contest for the edge. These packets are
forwarded over the edge one by one per time slot.
One packet out of contestingpackets is selected by
the queuing policy for forwarding over the edge
and rests of the packets have to wait in queue at the
tail of the edge. More the number of paths sharing
an edge more is the congestion at the tail of the
edge. A notion of stress at an edge at any given
time can be developed based on paths sharing the
edge. We describe edge stress of an edge for an
acyclic network now.
Edge Stress: Edge stress of an edge in any acyclic
packet routing network is the maximum number of
paths that share the edge at any point of time.
Theorem 1. In a n node acyclic network maximum
edge stress of an edge is (n-1).
Proof: To obtain maximum edge stress on an edge
in a node acyclic network we need to maximize
number of paths through an edge. Each source

reaches a destination by single path in the network.
Therefore, we need to maximize number of sources
to maximize number of paths that claim an edge.
Besides, at least one destination is mandatory.
Therefore in nnode acyclic directed network there
can be at most (n - 1) distinct paths originating
from (n-1) distinct sources to one destination. Now,
for maximizing edge stress these paths have to do
maximum sharing of edges. Hence, these paths
reach the common destination by converging on a
single edge incident to the destination node. This
edge becomes the bottleneck edge in the bottleneck
topology created by (n -1) sources and one
destination. The destination node becomes the root
node.The bottle neck edge experiences the
maximum edge stress of (n -1). This is verified by
lemma 1 that edge stress of bottleneck edge is
exactly (n - 1).
Lemma 3. The maximum number of packets that
can arrive at bottleneck edge in n node bottleneck
network over a roundof k time steps when
adversary injects at rate r is knr .
Proof: When adversary injects at rate r in a
network, eachpath receives packets at most rate r.
Bottleneck edge in a n node bottleneck network is
shared by (n-1) paths. Therefore, over a round of k
time steps bottleneck edge receives at most k(n 1)r packets from the sharing paths. Besides, uptokr
packets can be directly injected by the adversary at
the tailof bottleneck edge in the same round.
Hence, bottleneck edge receives total of knr
packets over round of k rounds.under AQM to
model QoS environment. Next we discuss
SP/FIFO.
D. QoS Invoke Rate
Many packets arriving in a time slot at an edge
create congestion. Bottleneck topology creates the
worst case of congestion. This worst case of
congestion occurs precisely at the bottleneck edge.
The condition satisfying avoidance of congestion at
bottleneck edge will also hold for any other edge in
the network and any other topology. One way to
avoid congestion is to restrict the adversary.
Determination of peak adversarial rate up to which
no congestion occurs at the bottleneck edge will
give the QIR. We now formally define QIR.
Definition 6.QoS Invoke Rate. It is the threshold
adversarial injection rate above which QoS policies
need to be invoked in a network to guarantee QoS
requirements of a traffic class.
To obtain QIR we state and prove condition of
equivalence between single class and multiclass
scheduling.
Theorem 2. Single class and multiclass packet
scheduling are indistinguishable in terms of QoS up
to QoS Invoke Rate.
Proof: We prove the theorem by considering single
class traffic and multiclass traffic one by one and
then establishing equivalence in delay suffered by a
packet in both cases of scheduling.
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Single Class Packet Routing Network: Consider
a n node single class bottleneck network with all
queues empty initially. If adversary injects at rate r
in the network then during any time slot maximum
nr packets can simultaneously arrive atthe tail of
bottleneck edge. However, only one packet can be
forwarded in a time slot. For a round of k time
steps at most knr packets will arrive at the tail of
bottleneck edge. Hence, for all packets to get
transmitted to the root in the same round leaving no
packets to wait beyond the round duration, the
condition is knr ≤ k, hence r ≤1=n. No packet of
around waits in any subsequent round.
Multiclass Bottleneck Network: Consider al class
n node bottleneck network with adversarial
injection rate r. The initial condition of network is
zero. Any edge has buffers b1 to blin its queue. For
all packets arriving in a round of k
timesteps to get transmitted living no packets to
wait at the tailof bottle neck edge is𝑘| 𝑙1 𝑏𝑖 |=knr≤r
i.e. r≤ 1/n .
For r > 1=n the packets have to experience delay
more thanthe backlog delay created in the same
round and congestionoccurs at bottleneck edge and
then QoS traffic needs priorityin treatment and we
need to invoke QoS policies. We also realize from
theorem 1 that bottleneck topology is worst casefor
congestion to occur and hencer = 1/n is the critical
rateabove which congestion starts to build up. So,
we define raterq = 1/n of adversary to be QoS
Invoke Rate.

QIR depends up on the network size inversely edge
band width directly. We have also noted its use.
7. Conclusion
The paper explores stability and reliability in
realistic QoS environment under adversarial
queuing model. Our analysisprovides meaningful
insight of the multiclass traffic behavior based on
priority treatment in a network. In stable networks
nonempty initial conditions and bursty injections of
packets are root cause of unreliability. We also
obtain two protocols to offset unreliability in stable
but unreliable multiclass single station network.
We also analyzed QIR for an acyclic network with
delay as QoS parameter.
An important open issue for study is stabilityreliability analysis for more complex multiclass
networks like and trees, meshes and cycles.
Stability-reliability study of other multiclass
queuing policies like Fair queuing and EarliestDeadline-First is also an interesting open area
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Abstract - The open and anonymous
environment of peer-to-peer (P2P)
networks gives an opportunity to
everyone to interact with the others; at
the same time it brings new security
threats. The malicious peers or the peers
having conflict of interest can easily put
inauthentic contents in the network.
This can easily sabotage the system.
Further, lack of central control leads to
the problem of free-riding, i.e., peers
download the resources without
contributing anything back to the
network. This leads the large difference
between amount of upload and
download of resources in the peers. In
such a situation, downloading speed for
non-free-riders becomes very slow. The
implementation of reputation system
and incentive mechanism have been
proposed by many authors in past to
resolve this problem. In this paper we
will discuss some popular reputation
systems and incentive mechanisms.
Index Terms - P2P networks, trust,
reputation, DHT.
I. INTRODUCTION
The peer-to-peer (P2P) networks attract a
significant amount of traffic on Internet
due to its inherent advantages over
traditional client-server networks, e.g.,
scalability, robustness and diversity of
data. Every peer in P2P network can
initiate the communication and each peer
can act both like client as well as server,
and has equal responsibility. But due to
lack of functionality of central control,
some peers can easily sabotage the
network by putting inauthentic contents in
the network. Such peers are called
malicious peers. Furthermore, rational
behavior of peers encourages them only to
draw the resources from network without

sharing anything. These types of peer are
called free-riders. In such a situation, P2P
network functions like a poor client-server
system where only few peers act as server
with much less upload bandwidth and
storage capacity. The success of P2P
networks largely depends on the policy by
which these two issues can be handled.
II EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
Adar et al. [1] conducted a survey
on Gnutella network in 2000. They
observed that, 70% users did not share any
file, 70% of files are shared by 5% of the
peers. Top 1% peers shared 25% and top
25% shared 98% files. Free-riders were
distributed uniformly through the network.
Another study was conducted on
Gnutella and Napster network by Saroiu et
al. [2] in 2002, which shows that 25%
users in Gnutella did not share any file,
75% of users in Gnutella shared 100 or
less number of files and 7% of peers
shares majority of files, 40% - 60% users
shared 5% - 20% of total files in Napster.
Cuevas et al. [3] conducted another
study on popular file sharing P2P network
BitTorrent in 2013. Which conclude that
3% of publishers are responsible for 67%
of the contents and 75% of download
session. Antipiracy agencies or malicious
users are responsible for 30% of contents
and 25% of download session.
These experimental studies show that
malicious peers and free-riders are major
problems in P2P networks. It attracted the
attention of many researchers in the recent
past and many solutions have been
proposed for it. The implementation of
reputation
system
and
incentive
mechanism has been suggested by many
authors. In this paper, we will critically
analyze the some of the reputation system
and incentive mechanism.
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t=(Tnorm)tr.t

(2)

III. BACKGROUND
Let us define some definitions which will
be used throughout the paper
Definition 1. A numerical value, which
models the past behavior of peers in the
network, is defined as trust.
Definition 2. The value of trust, evaluated
by any peer based on the direct interaction
it has had with evaluated peer, is defined
as a local trust.
Definition 3. The value of trust, system as
a whole keeps on any peer, is defined as a
global trust.
IV REPUTATION SYSTEM
A.

EigenTrust Algorithm

The EigenTrust, algorithm was proposed
by Sepandar et al., [4] of Stanford
university in 2003. The basic idea of
EigenTrust is taken from Google's
PageRank [28] algorithm.
In EigenTrust [4] algorithm, each peer
i keeps the record of all transactions it has
had with peer j. Then it calculates the local
trust, Tij, of peer j as follows:
Tij = sat(i,j) - unsat(i,j)
Where, sat(i, j) and unsat(i, j) are the
number of satisfactory and unsatisfactory
transactions of peer i, which has had with
peer j, respectively. For the purpose of
aggregation, they used normalized local
trust instead of local trust, which is defined
as follows:
norm

T ij



m a x ( T ij , 0 )



N
j 1

m a x ( T ij , 0 )

(1)

Here, N is the number of peers in the
network. This normalization process
makes the trust matrix, Tnorm, as a row
stochastic matrix. Global trust vector, t, is
calculated as a left principal eigenvector of
transpose of normalized trust matrix.

It can also be interpreted as the weighted
average of normalized local trust of peers
where weight factor is given by the global
trust of local trust assigning peer. If there
is no interaction of peers they give zero
local trust to each other. Some pre-trusted
peers are assumed to be in the network and
they are trusted by all the peers in the
network. To include the impact of pretrusted peers’ global trust is modified as:
t=(1- a)(Tnorm)tr.t + ap

(3)

Where p is some distribution over pretrusted peers. By normalizing the trust
matrix, global trust can be calculated by
iterative method and it converge at left
principal eigenvector of transpose of
normalize trust matrix. The major
limitation of EigenTrust [4] algorithm is
that it gives only ranking of peers without
any absolute interpretation of their past.
B. Power Trust
PowerTrust was proposed by Zhou et al.,
[5] in 2007. The basic idea of aggregation
of local trust in this algorithm is same as in
EigenTrust [4], i.e., using normalized trust
matrix. It used some higher reputable
nodes known as power nodes in place of
pre-trusted nodes. These power nodes are
searched and elected dynamically in the
whole network. Thus, pre-trusted nodes
are free to leave the network unlike in
EigenTrust [4]. This method used the
enhanced trust matrix for the purpose of
aggregation of local trust. Enhance trust
matrix is the square of trust matrix. Speed
of convergence of PowerTrust [5] is higher
than EigenTrust [4]. In both, EigenTrust
[4] and PowerTrust [5] distributed hash
table (DHT) is used to locate the peer who
is calculating and managing the global
trust.
C. Flow Based reputation
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Flow-Based Reputation was proposed by
Simone et al., [6] in 2012. They identified
the problems with normalization and used
basic trust matrix without normalization,
for aggregation of local trust. For this
purpose, they redefined the local trust of a
peer by mapping a function from positive
(+1), neutral (0) and negative (-1) rating to
a value into the range [0,1]. Global trust
vector was taken as the left principal
eigenvector of trust matrix. It was
calculated using power method [7]. Main
drawback of this method is that it cannot
be implemented in a distributed system.
D. Absolute Trust Algorithm
We Proposed Absolute Trust algorithm [8]
in 2016. In this algorithm, the global trust
of peers is estimated using weighted
average of the local trust. The weight
factor for individual peer is given by the
global trust of a peer. In order to compare
the global trust of any two peers, the
global trust of individual peer is biased by
the global trust of trust assigning set, Si .
The global trust of any peer i is given as:
1


ti   

 

p

 j  S i T ji t j  
 .
 j  S i t j  




j S i

j S i

t

2

tj

j






q

 ( pq)




(4)

Here Tji is local trust of peer i estimated by
peer j. The ti is global trust of peer i and p,
q are some suitable chosen constants. The
global trust of peers depends on the global
trust of the other peer. It can be calculated
by iterative method thus, can be
implemented in a distribution fashion.

TABLE 1: Comparison of Reputation
Systems
S.
Reputation
Normalizat Distributed
N. System
ion
Implimentat
ion
1
EigenTrust
Needed
Possible
2
PowerTrust
Needed
Possible

3

Flow Based

4

Absolute
Trust

Not
Needed
Not
Needed

Not
Possible
Possible

V INCENTIVE MECHANISM
A. Tit-for-Tat
The tit-for-tat (TFT) approach is used by a
most popular file sharing system named
BitTorrent [9], to prevent the free-riding.
In this approach, a peer cooperates with
other peers in the same proportion as they
have cooperated with him in the previous
round. In each round, every peer updates
the contributions of peers in the previous
round.
To improve the performance, many
variants of TFT have been proposed.
Garbacki et al., [10], proposed ATFT in
which bandwidth is used rather than
content to decide the incentives. Dave et
al.,[11], proposed auction based model to
improve the TFT. In this model, peers
reward one another with proportional
shares, [12], of bandwidth. Sherman et al.,
[13], proposed FairTorrent. It is a deficit
based distributed algorithm in which a
peer uploads the next data block to the
peer, whom it owes the most data as
measured by a deficit counter. These
approaches consider the peers shared
history with limited number of peers.
B. Global Contribution Approach
A Global Contribution Approach (GC) for
Fairness was proposed by Nishida et al.,
[14] in 2010. This approach was used to
prevent the free-riding in the network and
to balance the upload and download
amount in each peer. Global contribution,
xi, of any peer i is calculated as following:
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 e i .S .x  (1   ) e i .S .e  e i .S .x
tr

xi  

tr

 (1   )

e i .(S + S ).x

(5)
If no transaction happened at node i then
xi 

2   (1   )

(6)

2   (1   )

Where, x is global contribution vector. The
S is share matrix in the network with its ij
element as the amount shared by peer i to
peer j. The ei is a row vector with its ith
entry as '1' and e is a column vector with
each entry as '1'. The parameter α and β
are some scalars decide the initial value of
global contribution vector and guaranteed
the convergence of it.
Any peer is only allowed to take
the resources from the network if its global
contribution is higher than the threshold
value. Thus, peer wants to earn more
global contribution. They can earn more
global contribution if they upload to high
contributing peer and download from low
contributing peer. This method can
balance the upload and download amount
in the network and thus can prevent the
free-riding. But this is complex to
implement in real system due to its slow
speed of convergence.
C. Biased Contribution Approach
We proposed a light-weight algorithm
named Biased Contribution Index (BCI),
[15], in 2016. This algorithm is able to
balance the upload and download amount
in each peer. It can be implemented in a
distributed system with faster convergence
speed. The BCI of any peer i is expressed
as:
xi  

e i .S .x
tr

 (1   )

(7)

e i .(S + S ).x

If no transaction happened at node i then
xi = (1 – α/2)

(8)

The value of BCI of any peer remains in
between (1 - α) to 1.
TABLE 2: Comparison of
Mechanisms
S.N Incentive
Approach
Mechanism
1
Tit-for-tat
Local
2
ATFT
Local
3
FairTorrent Local
4
GC
Global
5
BCI
Global

Incentive
Convergence
Speed
Slow
Fast

VI CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented the problems
with peer-to-peer networks with some
experimental survey. We focused that the
malicious peers and free-riders are two
major problems with these networks.
Further, we summarized the popular
reputation
systems
and
incentive
mechanisms, which are proposed to handle
the malicious peers and free-riders. We
explained the metrics, which are used in
these different approaches with their
shortcomings.
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Abstract— In Optical Burst Switching (OBS), the
Burst Header Packet (BHP) is sent prior to the
burst payload. The time gap between the BHP
and payload is referred as offset time. The initial
offset value is set by the ingress node and
depends upon the processing time of BHP at core
node and number of hops between ingress and
egress pair. As the BHP propagates through the
intermediate nodes, the offset value reduces at
each hop by the amount the BHP spends at each
node. This offset value is kept sufficiently large
in order to allow the intermediate nodes to
configure themselves before the burst arrival.
The decision for the optimum offset value is not
trivial and is important parameter for delay
sensitive traffic. The small offset values result in
burst loss due to insufficient remaining time
between BHP and burst arrival to configure the
switch while large offset values reduces the burst
loss but increases the average packet delay. In
this paper we study the effect of offset value on
burst loss probability. The input and output
queuing delay for BHP at core nodes effects the
burst loss probability and is crucial factor for
computing the offset value at an ingress node as
these values vary with traffic intensity.
Index Terms—Optical burst switching; Burst
header packet; Fiber delay lines;

I. INTRODUCTION
An enormous growth in internet traffic in recent
years has been the reason for increased network
capacity. The need for large bandwidth demanded
new high speed transmission and switching
technologies. WDM has emerged as a most viable
transmission technology to cater to the demand of
increasing network capacity. WDM supports large
number of high speed channels on a single fiber,
thereby offering enormous bandwidth at the
physical layer. The large mismatch in electronic
switching technologies and optical transmission has
been the bottleneck in effectively utilizing the
advantages of WDM. To overcome this bottleneck
optical switching technologies like optical circuit
switching, optical packet switching and optical
burst switching were proposed.
A. Optical Circuit Switching
This is implemented by establishing all-optical
lightpaths between the pair of ingress and egress
nodes using wavelength routing capability of the
optical layer [1]. The establishment of lightpath
involves several tasks like topology and resource
discovery, routing wavelength assignment, and
signaling and resource reservation. However, it
gives efficient utilization of bandwidth only if
transfer of data happens for longer time duration
than the set-up time of lightpath.
B. Optical Packet Switching
Packets are switched and routed independently
throughout the network without O/E/O conversion
[2]. At intermediate nodes, packets are kept in
optical domain alongwith the conversion of tapped
copy of header to electronic domain to take
appropriate routing decisions. Optical packet
switching offers greater degree of statistical
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multiplexing gain than optical circuit switching
(OCS) and is better suited for bursty traffic.
Unfortunately there are certain crucial limitations to
its implementation. One major challenge is the non
availability of optical RAMs. The payload needs to
be buffered for the time taken by the header
processing and switch configuration. The only way
to achieve optical buffering is fiber delay lines
(FDLs) which can only provide limited delay
because large lengths of fiber are needed for more
delay. This degrades the signal quality and also
requires more space to house the fiber. Another
major challenge is the synchronization which is
difficult to achieve. Also the increase in traffic
increases the processing overhead as more headers
need to be processed per unit time.
C. Optical Burst Switching
To cope up with the electronic bottleneck and
implement all-optical switching Optical Burst
Switching (OBS) which combines OCS and OPS
was proposed. OBS avoids buffering and packet
processing in the optical domain and reserves
bandwidth on demand [3].
Optical
Switching
Paradigm

Bandw
idth
utilizat
ion

Setup
Laten
cy

Switching
Time

Processing/
Synchroniz
ation
Overhead

Traffic
Adaptivity

OCS
OPS
OBS

Low
High
High

High
Low
Low

Slow
Fast
Medium

Low
High
Low

Low
High
High

II. OBS NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
The OBS network consists of core network and
client network as shown in figure 1. The edge
routers lie on the boundary of core network and act
as an interface between core network and client
network. The main tasks of edge routers are packet
aggregation, burst assembly, formation of burst
header packet (BHP) and scheduling of bursts [4].
The nodes in the core network are known as core
routers and are responsible for switching of burst in
all-optical domain and handling contentions.

Figure 1. OBS Network Architecture
In an OBS network, at the ingress node, the
packets arrive from different traffic sources. The
packets which are destined to the same egress node
are aggregated into a single data burst which is
transmitted entirely in optical domain. To avoid
buffering and processing of optical data bursts at the
intermediate core nodes, a Burst Header Packet
(BHP) with the information about the corresponding
data burst is sent in advance. At the egress node, the
received data bursts are disassembled into IP
packets and are forwarded to their respective
destination client networks.
The
implementation
of
OBS
network
infrastructure involves following major tasks.





Burst Assembly
Burst Scheduling
Contention Resolution
Signaling Scheme

BURST ASSEMBLY
Burst assembly determines when and how to
assemble the incoming data packets into burst.
The assembly schemes can be broadly classified
into timer based scheme and size based scheme
[5]. In timer based scheme data bursts are created
after the assembly timer value of the ingress node
expires. The BHP’s are sent into the network at
periodic intervals. The burst length depends upon
the timer value and traffic load. In size based
schemes the bursts are formed when burst length
reaches the particular threshold set by the ingress
node. The BHP’s are sent at non-periodic
intervals and the bursts from an ingress node are
of fixed length.
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BURST SCHEDULING
Burst scheduling occurs at ingress node as
well as core node. Scheduling involves
assignment of data wavelength to the burst on an
outgoing link. The scheduling algorithm searches
the suitable channel and allocates it for the burst.
The scheduling algorithms are mainly classified
as void filling such as HORIZON and non void
filling algorithms such as LAUC-VF [6].
BURST CONTENTION
Contention occurs when more than one burst
are destined to the same output port on same
wavelength channel at the same time. There are
various policies to resolve the contention [7].
A) Optical Buffering
The incoming burst is buffered using
fiber delay lines (FDL’s) until the
channel is available for the burst.
B) Wavelength Conversion
The contending bursts are scheduled on
different data wavelengths. All optical
wavelength conversion is assumed at
nodes.
C) Deflection routing
The contending bursts are routed to
different output ports following different
routes.
SIGNALING SCHEMES
The reservation of resources
and
configuration of switches for a burst depends
upon signaling scheme implemented. Signaling
scheme can be broadly classified into one-way
and two-way signaling. In one-way signaling
bursts are sent following the BHP without waiting
for acknowledgment. In two-way signaling the
ingress node sends the burst after receiving the
positive acknowledgment from the egress node.
The BHP informs the intermediate node along the
route, about the bursts arrival and request for
resource reservation. In TAG the resources are
reserved as soon as the BHP arrives and bursts are
buffered at each node for the processing of BHP.
In TAW BHP reserves the resources along the
route and if the reservations are successful at each
intermediate
node
then
a
positive

acknowledgment is sent back to ingress node. The
ingress node sends the burst after receiving the
acknowledgment otherwise it attempts for
retransmission. Depending upon the time when
the reservation is made for the burst the signaling
is classified as immediate reservation or delayed
reservation. In immediate reservation such as JIT
resources are reserved immediately after the
arrival of BHP [8]. In delayed reservation scheme
such as JET reservation is made just before the
burst arrival [9]. In JET there is time gap between
BHP and burst sending known as offset time as
shown in Fig 2.

Figure 2 Offset Time in JET signaling Scheme
The offset time is set in such a way that
processing of BHP is complete at all the nodes and
connection between the desired input and output
port is established before the arrival of
corresponding burst. Thus bursts are transmitted
without buffering them at intermediate nodes [10].
In this paper, the study of impact of offset time is
carried out.
III. CONFIGURATION OF OFFSET TIME
The offset time depends upon number of hops
between ingress and egress nodes, processing time
at each core node and switch configuration time.
T o ffse t  ( N h o p s * T P R O C )  T O X C

The processing time of BHP (TPROC) comprises of
O/E/O conversion time, burst scheduling time and
queuing time at input and output of the switch. The
queuing time of BHP varies with traffic intensity.
Thus TPROC time also varies with traffic load at each
node.
The average packet delay in case of timer based
assembly scheme is D  ( T / 2 )  T where T is
assembly time and To is offset time. For size based
scheme the average packet delay is D  ( S / 2 ) T .
TA

o

SA
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The average packet delay depends upon offset time.
For delay sensitive traffic such as video traffic,
VOIP etc. the average packet delay should be kept
as minimum as possible.
The large offset time increases the packet delay
while short offset time results in burst losses due to
insufficient offset time as shown in Fig. 3.

offset time values. NFSNET topology of 14 nodes
was used for the simulation. Our simulation model
assumes that 4 data wavelengths are available at
each node having 2X2 ports and each port has a
1Gbps transmission rate. Three different values of
offset times were used having queuing delays of 2,
4 and 6 time slots. Fig 3 shows the blocking
probability versus offered load. It is seen that
blocking of bursts due to insufficient remaining
offset time at higher load is reduced by increasing
the offset time.

Figure 3 Offset value for successful Burst
Transmission

Figure 3 Burst Dropping due to Insufficient Offset
time
For delay sensitive traffic large packet delays are
not desirable thus there is a tradeoff between burst
losses and average packet delay if fixed value of
offset value is applied in all traffic scenarios.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper the study carried out shows the effect
of offset time configuration on burst blocking
probability. The burst blocking probability
decreases at higher load values if offset values are
large. The offset values need to be increased at
ingress node due to increase in queuing delay at
higher load values. Instead of fixed value, dynamic
offset time values for various traffic scenarios need
to be considered which will result in different
average packet delays for different traffic scenario.
A study on various other factors that influence the
burst blocking probability and average packet
delays such as assembly time, scheduling time will
be considered in our future research work.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section the simulation results are presented
that shows the burst loss probability for different
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This presentation deals with the current scenario of the wireless communication. It starts with an
introduction about the conventional radio frequency (RF) wireless communication system. Although RF
communication is the most popular frequency band mainly due to little interference and good coverage.
For future communication systems, more spectral resources are mandatory. Of the many popular
solutions, free-space optical (FSO) communication systems have gained significant research attention as
a cost effective and wide bandwidth solution operating at the unlicensed optical spectrum, relative to
the traditional radio frequency (RF) transmission. Contrary to RF links, the major severe limiting factor in
FSO communications is its high vulnerability to the atmospheric turbulence conditions. To tackle these
problems hybrid systems involving RF as a parallel link has been discussed in the presentation.
After discussing pros and cons of hybrid relayed system a new contemporary communication technique
that combine illumination with communication is being introduced. Visible light communication (VLC)
provides ubiquitous communication while addressing the shortfalls and limitations of RF
communication. VLC is compared with existing RF systems and the necessity for using this beneficial
technology in communication systems is justified. Different modulation schemes and dimming
techniques for indoor VLC are discussed. After that VLC system model is presented and system
performance analysis is being depicted on varying various parameters. Finally, the limitations of VLC as
well as the probable future directions are presented.
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Theunderwater wireless optical communication (UWOC) system gives very high rate of
underwater data transmission over several meters. It utilizes the visible band in the spectral range
of 390-750nm of the electromagnetic spectrum.In this paper, westudy various types of link
configurations depending upon the circumstances in water environment. We also study the effect
of various water types on the system performance. We find that theUWOC system is affected
especially by inherent optical properties such as absorption and scattering and the effect of these
properties is different in various water types. We also present that misalignment in UOWC
system adversely affects its functioning and reliability.Finally, we present that hybrid system
design for a proper systematic UOWC system.
Keywords-Autonomous underwater vehicles (AUV),link misalignment, remotely operated
underwater vehicles (ROV), Underwater Wireless optical communication (UWOC).
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P-cycle method has been extensively studied for optical network protection. A large p-cycle has high
capacity efficiency and can protect large number of nodes against single link failure. For such a p-cycle,
all the links protected by it, lose protection when the p-cycle is consumed to protect a failure. As the
probability of multiple link failure is high for large network, it also means that with higher probability, on
second failure, protection may not be there for the failed link. If the number of links protected by a pcycle is large it makes the network unprotected on the occurrence of second failure. In this paper, we
study the impact zone due to first link failure in various configurations of p-cycles. The study gives
insight into how to choose from the p-cycle configurations to reduce the impact zone while using
minimum spare capacity.
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